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[Kibble ’76]

Overview
  – line-like topological defects (strings, vortices) formed in a symmetry breaking phase transitions

– vortex loops in He4, He3, superconductors, strings in NLC.  
– cosmic strings in cosmological phase transitions 

Ringeval,  Adv.Astron. 2010 (2010),380507 

– Symmetry group G, unbroken symmetry subgroup H => manifold of degenerate vacua is M=G/H

– Strings form when M contains non-contractible loops, classified by 
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Topological classification of strings

Symmetry group G, unbroken symmetry subgroup H 

            manifold of degenerate vacua is

Strings defined by non-shrinkable loops in      ,classified 

     by fundamental group 

If                   and                  then

     (H0 = connected part of H) 

  !1
(M)

   M =G / H

  !0
(G) = 1   !1

(G) = 1    !1
(M) = !

0
(H) = H / H

0

e.g. • U(1) strings:   G =U(1),H = 1!

• nematic liquid crystals:

    G = SO(3),H = O(2)!"
1
(M) = Z

2

    G = R ,H = Z !"
1
(M) = Z

!

 M

(n = 2 disclinations unstable)

– Any theory with a spontaneous breaking of a U(1) symmetry has a string solution, since 

G = U(1) M = S1 �1(M) = Z



– More complex vacuum manifolds with string solutions appear in various GUT theories.
Strings generically formed at the end of hybrid-like inflation, and in brane inflation [Jeannerot et al 03]

[Jones et al, 
Sarangi and Tye]

(cosmic super-strings) 

– Due to topological stability, if formed, the strings exist throughout the evolution of the universe  
(even today!), with multitude of possible  
observational effects 
CMB anisotropies & B-modes; 
lensing,  
particle emission -> gamma-ray background
sources of dark matter 
Gravitational waves; 

GW can bring information from the early universe: 
phenomena occurring in the early universe can produce 

stochastic GW backgrounds (SGWB) 

test of the early universe and high energy phenomena

early 
universe

How can GW help to probe cosmology?

– Two types of signals that can be searched for at  
different frequencies (LIGO, LISA, PTA,etc): 

• Stochastic GW background (superposition of GWs arriving at random times and from random directions,  
 overlapping so much that individual waves not detectable)  

• Occasional sharp Individual bursts (resolved GW signals)

Since gravitons decoupled below Planck scale,  
cosmic strings can probe physics at these high scales

Analogue of



• Cosmic strings are one of a number interesting  
sources of primordial cosmological SGWB  
(indeed major science goals of LIGO-Virgo, LISA  
and other experiments)  
 

• SGWB from strings encodes information on possible deviations from standard cosmological model

–  Extensions to the standard model of  particle  
physics often feature new d of f and new energy  
scales => impact expansion history in the early 
universe (essentially unconstrained at T> MeV)  
 
e.g. • stage of early matter domination  
(induced by a heavy cold particle dominating  
universe and decaying before BBN)  
       
e.g. • stage of early kination domination 
 
e.g. • short inflationary period generated by  
highly supercooled phase transition (motivation:  
invoked to address the Higgs hierarchy problem)
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Figure 14: Evolution of the total energy density assuming the presence of an intermediate
inflationary era characterised by the energy density ⇢inf, for two di↵erent durations (number of
efolds), Ne,1 and Ne,2.
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Figure 15: After its formation, before inflation, the network enters the scaling regime with
L ⇠ a2 due to loop formation. During the Ne e-folds of inflation, the network correlation length
gets stretched out of the horizon by the rapid expansion and loop formation stops, thus L ⇠ a.
After inflation, during radiation, the correlation length starts to re-enter the horizon and scales
again as L ⇠ a2.

8.2 The stretching regime and its impact on the spectrum

Fig. 16 shows how the fast expansion during inflation suppresses the GW spectrum for fre-
quencies above a turning-point frequency f� which depends on the number of e-folds. The
larger the number of e-folds, the lower f�. Indeed, during inflation, the loop-production
e�ciency Ce↵ / ⇠�3 is severely suppressed, c.f. Fig. 16, by the stretching of the cor-
relation length ⇠ beyond the Hubble horizon, and loop production freezes [24]. After
the end of inflation, one must wait for the correlation length to re-enter the horizon in
order to reach the scaling regime again. The duration of the transient regime receives
an enhancement factor expNe. As a result, the turning-point frequency f� receives a
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• All observational their consequences depend on  
the evolution of the network from formation 
to today, and thus 
(i) on the properties of the strings,  
(ii) the expansion history of the universe.   



Plan

1) On string network evolution, burst waveform from loops 
 
2) Constraints from LIGO-Virgo O3 run: SGWB and search for individual bursts;  
predictions for LISA and PTA (all assuming standard cosmology) 

3) Beyond the standard picture: Effects of modified cosmology, emission channels, etc  
 
4) Conclusions

[apologies for incomplete citations]  



  – Abelian Higgs model

• Degenerate vacuum/ground state with 

Open strings, or 
closed loops

• String/vortex is a linear defect around which    changes by  

• Local strings with no long-range interactions, and energy localized in a core  
of width                and energy/unit length:  

1) Vanilla strings

• Field theory simulations of AH strings show that they (nearly always) “intercommute" 
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w ⇠ 10�32cm

P = 1 [Shellard et al,...]  
[Achucarro and de Putter ’06]
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• U(1) invariance                   broken by choice of phase. 
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w ⇠ ⌘�1

e.g. for GUT strings 
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⌧ H�1
0

• Network of strings will contain (horizon-size and  
  smaller) loops as well as infinite strings.

n(⇥, t)• number density of loops of length l at time t,

Large scale field theory simulations of a network of U(1) strings in an expanding universe show that  
• loops are formed at all times, removing energy from the infinite string network.  
• loops decay (in less than a Hubble time) into scalar and gauge radiation.  
• Infinite strings reach an attractor “scaling solution”

High resolution field theory simulations of loops show loops longer lived
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⇢1 / t�2

Tricky simulations

[Hindmarsh et al]

[Vachaspati et al, Martins et al]

• All results presented here assume that strings  
can be modeled as infinitely thin  
(+ rule of intercommutation —> build up of kinks  
on both loops and infinite strings) 

loop

kink

cusp

Figure 1: Cartoon showing the geometry of a kink and a cusp which are singular structures
formed on loops. The arrows denote the tangent vectors of the string segments.

after a loop gets created, at time ti with a length ↵ ti, its length l(t̃) shrinks through
emission of GW with a rate �Gµ

l(t̃) = ↵ti � �Gµ(t̃� ti). (11)

Consequently, the string lifetime due to decay into GW is given by

⌧GW =
↵ ti
�Gµ

. (12)

The superposition of the GW emitted from all the loops formed since the creation of the
long-string network generates a Stochastic GW Background. Also, cusp formations can
emit high-frequency, short-lasting GW bursts [36, 37, 119, 120, 122]. If the rate of such
events is lower than their frequency, they might be subtracted from the SGWB.

Goldstone boson radiation (global strings): For global strings, the massless Gold-
stone particle production is the main decay channel. The radiation power has been
estimated [65]

PGold = �Gold ⌘
2, (13)

where ⌘ is the scalar field VEV and �Gold ⇡ 65 [26, 123]. We see that the GW emission
power in Eq. (7) is suppressed by a factor Gµ with respect to the Goldstone emission
power in Eq. (13). Therefore, for global strings, the loops decay into Goldtone bosons
after a few oscillations before having the time to emit much GW [65, 124]. However,
as shown in App. F, the SGWB from global string is detectable for large values of the
string scale, ⌘ & 1014 GeV. Other recent studies of GW spectrum from global strings in
standard and non-standard cosmology include [25, 26, 125]. A well-motivated example
of global string is the axion string coming from the breaking of a U(1) Peccei-Quinn
symmetry [123, 126–128]. Ref. [25] shows the detectability of the GW from the axionic
network of QCD axion Dark Matter (DM), after introducing an early-matter era which
dilutes the axion DM abundance and increases the corresponding Peccei-Quinn scale ⌘.

Massive particle radiation: When the string curvature size is larger than the string
thickness, one expects the quantum field nature of the CS, like the possibility to radiate
massive particles, to give negligible e↵ects and one may instead consider the CS as an in-
finitely thin 1-dimensional classical object with tension µ: the Nambu-Goto (NG) string.
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(contrary to naive expectation                 ) 
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⇢1 / a�2

=> infinite string network has same equation of state as the main background 
 cosmological fluid
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Minimise area swept out by  
worldsheet. Expect to break 
down when curvature ~ w

• Infinitely thin strings and assuming no d of f confined on string worldsheet,  
dynamics given by Nambu-Goto action
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– Loops produced (from intercommutations)  
generally self-intersect before forming stable  
“daughter” loops.
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|ẋ(�⇤, t⇤)| = 1

– These evolve periodically in its CM frame, period  
kinks propagate along the string at c=1,  
cusps (points at which the string                       )
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Figure 1: Cartoon showing the geometry of a kink and a cusp which are singular structures
formed on loops. The arrows denote the tangent vectors of the string segments.

after a loop gets created, at time ti with a length ↵ ti, its length l(t̃) shrinks through
emission of GW with a rate �Gµ

l(t̃) = ↵ti � �Gµ(t̃� ti). (11)

Consequently, the string lifetime due to decay into GW is given by

⌧GW =
↵ ti
�Gµ

. (12)

The superposition of the GW emitted from all the loops formed since the creation of the
long-string network generates a Stochastic GW Background. Also, cusp formations can
emit high-frequency, short-lasting GW bursts [36, 37, 119, 120, 122]. If the rate of such
events is lower than their frequency, they might be subtracted from the SGWB.

Goldstone boson radiation (global strings): For global strings, the massless Gold-
stone particle production is the main decay channel. The radiation power has been
estimated [65]

PGold = �Gold ⌘
2, (13)

where ⌘ is the scalar field VEV and �Gold ⇡ 65 [26, 123]. We see that the GW emission
power in Eq. (7) is suppressed by a factor Gµ with respect to the Goldstone emission
power in Eq. (13). Therefore, for global strings, the loops decay into Goldtone bosons
after a few oscillations before having the time to emit much GW [65, 124]. However,
as shown in App. F, the SGWB from global string is detectable for large values of the
string scale, ⌘ & 1014 GeV. Other recent studies of GW spectrum from global strings in
standard and non-standard cosmology include [25, 26, 125]. A well-motivated example
of global string is the axion string coming from the breaking of a U(1) Peccei-Quinn
symmetry [123, 126–128]. Ref. [25] shows the detectability of the GW from the axionic
network of QCD axion Dark Matter (DM), after introducing an early-matter era which
dilutes the axion DM abundance and increases the corresponding Peccei-Quinn scale ⌘.

Massive particle radiation: When the string curvature size is larger than the string
thickness, one expects the quantum field nature of the CS, like the possibility to radiate
massive particles, to give negligible e↵ects and one may instead consider the CS as an in-
finitely thin 1-dimensional classical object with tension µ: the Nambu-Goto (NG) string.
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– From stress energy tensor, using linearized theory, in wavezone 

⇤̇ = ��Gµ [Vachaspati,
Blanco-Pillado et al….]

=>waveform of emitted GWs  
(frequencies integer multiples of fundamental frequency         )
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4⇡/`

=>power emitted in GWs
independent of    , but will depend  
on shape of the loop, 
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• power emitted decays exponentially with                      , except at cusps and kinks and kink-kink 
collisions, which emit short bursts of radiation in certain special directions      

for 

[Damour+Vilenkin; Siemens et al]

Cosmic string loops oscillate periodically in time, emit-
ting gravitational waves with power [11] Pgw ¼ ΓdGμ2 and
decay in a lifetime l=γd, where Γd is a numerical factor
(Γd ∼ 50 [21]), l is the invariant loop length, and γd ¼
ΓdGμ is the gravitational-wave length scale measured in
units of time [22]. The high-frequency (fl ≫ 1, where f
denotes frequency) gravitational-wave spectrum of an
oscillating loop is dominated by bursts emitted by string
features called cusps and kinks [25–27]. Cusps [28] are
points on the string that briefly travel at the speed of light;
they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
discontinuities in the tangent vector of the string that
propagate at the speed of light. They appear in pairs as
the result of collisions between two cosmic strings and are
chopped off when a loop forms; hence, a loop can contain
any integer number of kinks. Numerical simulations of
Nambu-Goto strings have shown that kinks accumulate
over the cosmological evolution [16–18], while the number
of cusps per loop is yet undetermined.
Cusps are short-lived and produce beamed gravitational

waves in the forward direction of the cusp, while left-
moving (right-moving) kinks propagate around the string,
creating gravitational waves with a fanlike emission (like a
lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
kinks is expected to radiate gravitational waves isotropi-
cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]

Aiðl; zÞ ¼ g1;i
Gμl2−qi

ð1þ zÞqi−1rðzÞ
; ð2Þ

where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2

ffiffiffi
2

p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:

dRi

dldV
¼ 2

l
Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
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Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]
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where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
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0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
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ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is
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where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
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=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:
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The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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Cosmic string loops oscillate periodically in time, emit-
ting gravitational waves with power [11] Pgw ¼ ΓdGμ2 and
decay in a lifetime l=γd, where Γd is a numerical factor
(Γd ∼ 50 [21]), l is the invariant loop length, and γd ¼
ΓdGμ is the gravitational-wave length scale measured in
units of time [22]. The high-frequency (fl ≫ 1, where f
denotes frequency) gravitational-wave spectrum of an
oscillating loop is dominated by bursts emitted by string
features called cusps and kinks [25–27]. Cusps [28] are
points on the string that briefly travel at the speed of light;
they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
discontinuities in the tangent vector of the string that
propagate at the speed of light. They appear in pairs as
the result of collisions between two cosmic strings and are
chopped off when a loop forms; hence, a loop can contain
any integer number of kinks. Numerical simulations of
Nambu-Goto strings have shown that kinks accumulate
over the cosmological evolution [16–18], while the number
of cusps per loop is yet undetermined.
Cusps are short-lived and produce beamed gravitational

waves in the forward direction of the cusp, while left-
moving (right-moving) kinks propagate around the string,
creating gravitational waves with a fanlike emission (like a
lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
kinks is expected to radiate gravitational waves isotropi-
cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]

Aiðl; zÞ ¼ g1;i
Gμl2−qi

ð1þ zÞqi−1rðzÞ
; ð2Þ

where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2

ffiffiffi
2

p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:

dRi

dldV
¼ 2

l
Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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Cosmic string loops oscillate periodically in time, emit-
ting gravitational waves with power [11] Pgw ¼ ΓdGμ2 and
decay in a lifetime l=γd, where Γd is a numerical factor
(Γd ∼ 50 [21]), l is the invariant loop length, and γd ¼
ΓdGμ is the gravitational-wave length scale measured in
units of time [22]. The high-frequency (fl ≫ 1, where f
denotes frequency) gravitational-wave spectrum of an
oscillating loop is dominated by bursts emitted by string
features called cusps and kinks [25–27]. Cusps [28] are
points on the string that briefly travel at the speed of light;
they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
discontinuities in the tangent vector of the string that
propagate at the speed of light. They appear in pairs as
the result of collisions between two cosmic strings and are
chopped off when a loop forms; hence, a loop can contain
any integer number of kinks. Numerical simulations of
Nambu-Goto strings have shown that kinks accumulate
over the cosmological evolution [16–18], while the number
of cusps per loop is yet undetermined.
Cusps are short-lived and produce beamed gravitational

waves in the forward direction of the cusp, while left-
moving (right-moving) kinks propagate around the string,
creating gravitational waves with a fanlike emission (like a
lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
kinks is expected to radiate gravitational waves isotropi-
cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]

Aiðl; zÞ ¼ g1;i
Gμl2−qi

ð1þ zÞqi−1rðzÞ
; ð2Þ

where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2

ffiffiffi
2

p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:

dRi

dldV
¼ 2

l
Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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Cosmic string loops oscillate periodically in time, emit-
ting gravitational waves with power [11] Pgw ¼ ΓdGμ2 and
decay in a lifetime l=γd, where Γd is a numerical factor
(Γd ∼ 50 [21]), l is the invariant loop length, and γd ¼
ΓdGμ is the gravitational-wave length scale measured in
units of time [22]. The high-frequency (fl ≫ 1, where f
denotes frequency) gravitational-wave spectrum of an
oscillating loop is dominated by bursts emitted by string
features called cusps and kinks [25–27]. Cusps [28] are
points on the string that briefly travel at the speed of light;
they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
discontinuities in the tangent vector of the string that
propagate at the speed of light. They appear in pairs as
the result of collisions between two cosmic strings and are
chopped off when a loop forms; hence, a loop can contain
any integer number of kinks. Numerical simulations of
Nambu-Goto strings have shown that kinks accumulate
over the cosmological evolution [16–18], while the number
of cusps per loop is yet undetermined.
Cusps are short-lived and produce beamed gravitational

waves in the forward direction of the cusp, while left-
moving (right-moving) kinks propagate around the string,
creating gravitational waves with a fanlike emission (like a
lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
kinks is expected to radiate gravitational waves isotropi-
cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]

Aiðl; zÞ ¼ g1;i
Gμl2−qi

ð1þ zÞqi−1rðzÞ
; ð2Þ

where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2

ffiffiffi
2

p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:

dRi

dldV
¼ 2

l
Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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generated and their meaning, see the publication at 
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GLOSSARY 

READ MORE 
 
 
Publication describing the analysis:  http://arxiv.org/abs/1310.2384 
 

Cosmic strings in Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmic_string 
 

Cambridge cosmology group: cosmic strings and other defects  
 

http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/research/gr/public/cs_home.html 
 

The Higgs theory in Wikipedia:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Higgs_mechanism 
 

Imaging vortices:  http://www.aps.org/units/dfd/pressroom/papers/gaff09.cfm 
 

More about Advanced LIGO:  https://www.advancedligo.mit.edu/ 
 

More about Advanced Virgo:  https://wwwcascina.virgo.infn.it/advirgo/ 

Predicted gravitational waveform produced by a cosmic string cusp. 

In spite of all our efforts, no evidence of a cosmic 
string signal has been found in LIGO/Virgo data. As 
often in experimental physics, a null result does not 
mean we didn't learn anything. Knowing our search 
sensitivity, we can use the fact we did not detect 
anything to constrain the properties of cosmic 
strings. The constraints we obtained are the most 
stringent to date for some regions of the cosmic 
string parameter space. This new result places 
limits on physical models of cosmic strings and 
could be used to generate more accurate 
simulations of a string network. 
 
 

This plot shows the detection efficiency as a function of the cusp 
signal amplitude. It tells you the fraction of cosmic string cusp events 
of a given amplitude that our search should be able to find. 

In 2011 the LIGO and Virgo detectors stopped 
taking data and major detector upgrades are 
currently being installed. The advanced detectors 
should resume observation in 2015/16 with greater 
sensitivity than before. This offers a great 
opportunity for cosmic string searches since 
potential signals with much lower amplitudes should 
become visible. Advanced LIGO and Advanced 
Virgo should be able to provide a decisive input 
whether cosmic strings do or do not exist. 

Visit our website at  
http://www.ligo.org/ 

This plot presents existing constraints on cosmic string parameters: 
the string tension Gµ, the loop size parameter ε and the probability p 
that two string segments interact when they meet. Our analysis is 
able to reject the regions filled in red. For comparison, other 
constraints derived from searches of a GW background from cosmic 
strings (pulsar / CMB / LIGO stochastic) are given fixing p at 1e-3. 

Field theories: Frameworks used to describe subatomic particles in particle physics. 
 

Phase transition: Thermodynamical transformation of a system from one state to 
another. An example of a phase transition is when water cools and becomes ice. 
 

Cosmic microwave background (CMB): Soon after the Big Bang, when the first 
atoms formed, the Universe became transparent. The electromagnetic radiation 
that escaped at that time appears as a faint background in the microwave region of 
the radio spectrum. The temperature fluctuations of this background contain the 
imprint of the Universe content as it was at this time. 
 

String theory: Framework in which elementary particles are described by tiny linear 
objects evolving in a multi-dimensional space. String theory is a candidate for a 
theory of everything since it naturally unifies all fundamental forces. 
 

Gravitational waveform: A curve describing how the disturbance caused by a 
gravitational wave varies with time. 
 

Detector sensitivity: Ability to detect a signal. Detectors with lower noise are able to 
detect weaker signals, and therefore have higher (or greater) sensitivity. 
 

Match-filtering: When the gravitational waveform of the signal is known it can be 
used as a template to optimally filter the data and extract the expected signal. 
 

Multivariate analysis: Analysis technique where multiple parameters are used 
simultaneously to statistically enhance an effect of interest. This multi-dimensional 
approach differs from standard analyses where parameters are used one at a time 
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tion fixes the redshift z(Aq, `) and gives
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Using eqs. (8) to (10), (17) and (18), one obtains the general formula
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3.4 E↵ective detection rate

The sensitivity to cusp, kink and kk collisions GW events is estimated ex-
perimentally by injecting simulated signals of known amplitude Aq in the
data. We measure the detection e�ciency eq(Aq) as the fraction of simulated
signals recovered.

We then compute an e↵ective detection rate

Rq =

Z
dAq eq(Aq)

dRq

dAq
(Gµ,Nk) (26)

The parameter space (Gµ,Nk), is scanned and excluded at a 95% level when
Rq exceeds 2.996/T

obs

which is the rate expected from a random Poisson
process over an observation time 2.996/T

obs

.

3.5 Dependence on the number of kinks

Note that the dependence on the number of kinks is not as trivial as it might
seam. Indeed the number of kinks changes the rate at which cosmic string
loops decay. One should always satisfy the energy balance equation

� � �c + �k + �kk (27)

in which the values for these parameters is given by

�c =
3Nc⇡

2

g

2

1,c

g

1/3
2

, �k = 3Nk⇡
2

g

2

1,kg
1/3
2

, �kk = Nkk2⇡
2

g

2

1,kk (28)

For simplicity, we always assume that the inequality is saturated, ie.

� = �c + �k + �kk (29)
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Cosmic string loops oscillate periodically in time, emit-
ting gravitational waves with power [11] Pgw ¼ ΓdGμ2 and
decay in a lifetime l=γd, where Γd is a numerical factor
(Γd ∼ 50 [21]), l is the invariant loop length, and γd ¼
ΓdGμ is the gravitational-wave length scale measured in
units of time [22]. The high-frequency (fl ≫ 1, where f
denotes frequency) gravitational-wave spectrum of an
oscillating loop is dominated by bursts emitted by string
features called cusps and kinks [25–27]. Cusps [28] are
points on the string that briefly travel at the speed of light;
they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
discontinuities in the tangent vector of the string that
propagate at the speed of light. They appear in pairs as
the result of collisions between two cosmic strings and are
chopped off when a loop forms; hence, a loop can contain
any integer number of kinks. Numerical simulations of
Nambu-Goto strings have shown that kinks accumulate
over the cosmological evolution [16–18], while the number
of cusps per loop is yet undetermined.
Cusps are short-lived and produce beamed gravitational

waves in the forward direction of the cusp, while left-
moving (right-moving) kinks propagate around the string,
creating gravitational waves with a fanlike emission (like a
lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
kinks is expected to radiate gravitational waves isotropi-
cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]

Aiðl; zÞ ¼ g1;i
Gμl2−qi

ð1þ zÞqi−1rðzÞ
; ð2Þ

where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2

ffiffiffi
2

p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:

dRi

dldV
¼ 2

l
Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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(Γd ∼ 50 [21]), l is the invariant loop length, and γd ¼
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oscillating loop is dominated by bursts emitted by string
features called cusps and kinks [25–27]. Cusps [28] are
points on the string that briefly travel at the speed of light;
they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
discontinuities in the tangent vector of the string that
propagate at the speed of light. They appear in pairs as
the result of collisions between two cosmic strings and are
chopped off when a loop forms; hence, a loop can contain
any integer number of kinks. Numerical simulations of
Nambu-Goto strings have shown that kinks accumulate
over the cosmological evolution [16–18], while the number
of cusps per loop is yet undetermined.
Cusps are short-lived and produce beamed gravitational

waves in the forward direction of the cusp, while left-
moving (right-moving) kinks propagate around the string,
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lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
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cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]

Aiðl; zÞ ¼ g1;i
Gμl2−qi

ð1þ zÞqi−1rðzÞ
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where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
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0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
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ffiffiffi
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p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:

dRi

dldV
¼ 2

l
Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
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range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
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loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
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tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
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law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]
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where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]
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where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
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0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
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=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
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concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is
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(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:
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dldV
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• To summarize:
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Figure 1: Cartoon showing the geometry of a kink and a cusp which are singular structures
formed on loops. The arrows denote the tangent vectors of the string segments.

after a loop gets created, at time ti with a length ↵ ti, its length l(t̃) shrinks through
emission of GW with a rate �Gµ

l(t̃) = ↵ti � �Gµ(t̃� ti). (11)

Consequently, the string lifetime due to decay into GW is given by

⌧GW =
↵ ti
�Gµ

. (12)

The superposition of the GW emitted from all the loops formed since the creation of the
long-string network generates a Stochastic GW Background. Also, cusp formations can
emit high-frequency, short-lasting GW bursts [36, 37, 119, 120, 122]. If the rate of such
events is lower than their frequency, they might be subtracted from the SGWB.

Goldstone boson radiation (global strings): For global strings, the massless Gold-
stone particle production is the main decay channel. The radiation power has been
estimated [65]

PGold = �Gold ⌘
2, (13)

where ⌘ is the scalar field VEV and �Gold ⇡ 65 [26, 123]. We see that the GW emission
power in Eq. (7) is suppressed by a factor Gµ with respect to the Goldstone emission
power in Eq. (13). Therefore, for global strings, the loops decay into Goldtone bosons
after a few oscillations before having the time to emit much GW [65, 124]. However,
as shown in App. F, the SGWB from global string is detectable for large values of the
string scale, ⌘ & 1014 GeV. Other recent studies of GW spectrum from global strings in
standard and non-standard cosmology include [25, 26, 125]. A well-motivated example
of global string is the axion string coming from the breaking of a U(1) Peccei-Quinn
symmetry [123, 126–128]. Ref. [25] shows the detectability of the GW from the axionic
network of QCD axion Dark Matter (DM), after introducing an early-matter era which
dilutes the axion DM abundance and increases the corresponding Peccei-Quinn scale ⌘.

Massive particle radiation: When the string curvature size is larger than the string
thickness, one expects the quantum field nature of the CS, like the possibility to radiate
massive particles, to give negligible e↵ects and one may instead consider the CS as an in-
finitely thin 1-dimensional classical object with tension µ: the Nambu-Goto (NG) string.
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Loop distribution          ? 
Numerical NG simulations  
[Blanco-Pillado+Olum;Ringeval+Bouchet+, Shellard, Vachaspati Vilenkin, Albrecht….]  
NG equations of motion in an expanding universe given a representative initial condition + 
intercommutation.  Radiation and matter era simulations. Limited in time and length scale. No GRad.

Analytical modelling 
 [Kibble, Martins+Shellard, Polchinski et al, Austin&Kibble&Copeland, ....]  
difficult because of non-linearities of problem, but not time limited.  Include GR and attempts at  
gravitational back reaction 

• Strings become very “wiggly” (kinks build up) down to smallest length scales, making it difficult on 
those scales to understand characteristic size of loops at formation. Furthermore GW emission from 
kinks may cause important back reaction effects on string dynamics.

                                                         
• Different numerical simulations find similar loop distributions on large scales
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P(`, t)
• Occurs because of incessant formation of loops, characterized by a 
 loop production function             [Rate at which loops of length l (assumed non-self-intersecting),  
                                                                         are chopped off the infinite string network at time t, per unit volume]

• All confirm, as in field-theory simulations, existence of an attractor scaling solution  
                   and (large) characteristic scales grow
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Basic picture: Infinite string energy density:
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d⇢1
dt

= �2
ȧ

a
(1 + v̄2)⇢1 � µ

Z 1

0
lP(l, t)dl ,

Dilution of energy density  
in an expanding universe  
(cosmology dependent)

energy lost into non-self-intersecting loops

• Loop distribution obtained by solving a (modified) Boltzmann equation.  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II. THE LOOP DISTRIBUTION

All observational consequences of string loops depend on n(t, `)d`, the number density of non self-intersecting loops
with length between ` and ` + d` at time t. In this section we calculate n(t, `) given (7), that is we take into account
the backreaction of the emitted particles on the loop distribution. As noted in the introduction, the existence of the
fixed scale `k or `c means that the loop distribution will no longer scale, that it will no longer be a function of the
dimensionless variable � ⌘ `/t.

A. Boltzmann equation and general solution

The loop distribution satisfies a Boltzmann equation which, taking into account the `-dependence of ˙̀ (that is the
flux of loops in `-space), is given by [30]

@

@t

����
`

�
a3n(t, `)

�
+

@

@`

����
t

✓
d`

dt
a3n(t, `)

◆
= a3P (8)

where a(t) is the cosmic scale-factor, and the loop production function (LPF) P(t, `) is the rate at which loops of
length ` are formed at time t by being chopped of the infinite string network. On substituting (7) into Eq. (8) and
multiplying each side of the equation by J (`), one obtains

1

�d

@

@t

����
`

g(t, `) � J (`)
@

@`

����
t

g(t, `) = a3J (`)P(t, `), (9)

where

g(t, `) ⌘ �dJ (`)a3(t)n(t, `). (10)

In order to solve (9), we first change variables from (t, `) to

⌧ ⌘ �dt , ⇠ ⌘
Z

d`

J (`)
. (11)

Notice from (7) and (11) that for a loop formed at time t
i

with length `
i

, its length at time t satisfies

⇠(`) + �dt = ⇠(`
i

) + �dt
i

. (12)

In terms of these variables Eq. (9) reduces to a wave equation with a source term

@

@⌧

����
⇠

g(⌧, ⇠) � @

@⇠

����
⌧

g(⌧, ⇠) = S(⌧, ⇠), (13)

where

S(⌧, ⇠) = a3(⌧)J (⇠)P(⌧, ⇠).

We now introduce the lightcone variables

2u ⌘ ⌧ � ⇠ , 2v ⌘ ⌧ + ⇠, (14)

so that the evolution equation simply becomes

@

@u

����
v

g(u, v) = S(u, v), (15)

which is straightforward to integrate. In the following we neglect any initial loop distribution at initial time tini (since
this is rapidly diluted by the expansion of the universe), so that the general solution of (15), and hence the original
Boltzmann equation Eq. (8), is

g(u, v) =

Z
u

�v

du0S(u0, v). (16)

Finally one can convert back to the original variables n(`, t) using (10) to find

n(t, `) =
1

�dJ (`)a3(t)

Z
u(t,`)

�v(t,`)
du0 a3

�
u0, v(t, `)

�
J (u0, v(t, `))P(u0, v(t, `)) (17)

where v(t, `) is obtained from Eqs. (11) and (14). Notice that J appears in two places: as an overall factor in the
denominator, as well as in the integrand.

scale factor 
(cosmology  
dependent)

   = loop production functionP(`, t)
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rate at which  
loops loose 
energy 

`
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⇤̇ = ��Gµfor GW emission

including other forms of emission, 
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˙̀(`)



 
 
Model A: LPF from simulations 
                ~ loops all formed with similar size at time t 
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t5P(`, t) = c�(`� ↵t)

with parameters given from simulations 

Model B: loops formed with a power-law distribution 

Solving Boltzmann equation gives the loop distribution, which on large scales is tuned  
to the loop distribution determined from the the numerical simulations [Ringeval et al]

[Polchinski Rocha,  
Ringeval, Lorenz,  
DAS, Auclair…]

Models C: interpolate between A and B  
                (aim to help understand to what features burst + stochastic searches are sensitive)

[Auclair 2020]

Straightforward to solve the Boltzmann equation. In a given era the loop distribution scales
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nr(x) =
0.18

(x+ �Gµ)5/2
⇥(0.1� �)e.g. in radiation era

 LIGO-Virgo O3 analysis considers three models: 
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up to a “backreaction scale”
below which loop production assumed suppressed.

[Olum Blanco-Pillado,]
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of possible loop production function shapes under the gravitational backreaction
length scale �c ⌘ `c/t (logarithmic units), namely P(�  �c, t) = cc �2�

c

�3 where the constant
cc is chosen such that P is continuous at � = �c. According to Ref. [232], minimal gravitational
backreaction e↵ects correspond to �c = 1 and we take this value as a motivated lower bound. The
larger the value of �c, the sharper the cut is.



Models A and B give the same loop distributions on large scales, but not on small scales where 
model B has many more loops. Expect contribute to SGWB at high frequencies.



– Using burst waveforms from loops, carried out a matched-filter search in O3 data 
 
– resulting candidates were filtered to retain only those detected in more than one detector within a time  
window accounting for the difference in the gravitational-wave arrival time between detectors.  
 
– procedure to discriminate true cosmic string signals from noise : no events seen!  
(The ten loudest events originate from a well-known category of transient noise affecting all detectors that  
are broadband and very short-duration noise events of unknown instrumental origin)

– but burst rate depends on loop distribution and on number of kinks => for a given cosmology (here 
assumed flat Lambda-CDM, Planck 2018), non-observation gives constraint on  

The left panel of Fig. 2 presents the cumulative dis-
tribution of coincident O3 burst events as a function of
the likelihood ratio Λ for the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision searches. To estimate the background noise
associated with each search, time shifts are applied to each
detector strain data such that no real gravitational-wave
event can be found in coincidence. For this study, we use
300 time shifts, totaling Tbkg ¼ 225 years of data contain-
ing only noise coincident events, the distribution of which
is represented in the left panel of Fig. 2 with a "1σ shaded
band. The candidate events, obtained with no time shift, are
all compatible with the noise distribution within "2σ. The
cusp, kink, and kink-kink collision waveforms are very
similar, resulting in the loudest events being the same for
the three searches. The ten loudest events were carefully
scrutinized. They all originate from a well-known category
of transient noise affecting all detectors that are broadband
and very short-duration noise events of unknown instru-
mental origin [60,61].
From the nondetection result, we measure our search

sensitivity to cosmic string signals by performing the burst
search analysis over O3 data with injections of simulated
cusp, kink, and kink-kink collision waveforms. The ampli-
tudes of injected signals comfortably cover the range where
none to almost all the signals are detected. Other param-
eters (sky location, polarization angle, high-frequency
cutoff) are randomly distributed. To recover injected
signals, we use the loudest-event method described in [62],

where the detection threshold is set to the level of the
highest-ranked event found in the search: log10ðΛÞ ≃ 15.0,
15.1, and 15.1 for cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions,
respectively. The resulting efficiencies εiðAiÞ as a
function of the signal amplitude are presented in the
right panel of Fig. 2. Cusp events directed at Earth with
Ac > 2 × 10−20 s−1=3 would have produced a result
more significant than any of the ones obtained by our
search with ∼90% confidence. In terms of loop proper
lengths, this corresponds, for example, to loops larger than
1.7 × 106ðGμ=10−10Þ−3=2 light years at redshift 100. The
expected detection burst rate is calculated from the detec-
tion efficiency

Ri ¼
Z

dRi

dAi
ðAi; f%;Gμ; NkÞεiðAiÞdAi: ð11Þ

The detectable burst rate dRi=dAi is obtained from Eq. (7),
which can be expressed in terms of amplitude using Eq. (2)
and calculated for the lowest value of the high-frequency
cutoff f% that can be most abundantly observed (see the
Supplemental Material [42] for details).
We assume that the occurrence of a detectable burst

of gravitational waves follows a Poisson distribution with
mean given by the estimated detection rate. For a set of
parameters ðGμ; NkÞ, models that predict a detection
rate larger than 2.996=Tobs are excluded at 95%, i.e., we
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FIG. 2. Left panel: cumulative distribution of cosmic string burst candidate events produced by cusps (top), kinks (middle), and kink-
kink collisions (bottom). The expected distributions from background noise are represented by "1σ shaded areas. Right panel: the
detection efficiency is measured using simulated signals as a function of the signal amplitude for cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions.
Note that the horizontal axis measures different amplitude quantities Ai for the three types of signals, parameterized by the waveform
frequency power law qi.
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2) Burst search from Third Advanced LIGO–Virgo Observing Run  
 Phys.Rev.Lett. 126 (2021) 24, 241102, arXiV: 2101.12248  

The left panel of Fig. 2 presents the cumulative dis-
tribution of coincident O3 burst events as a function of
the likelihood ratio Λ for the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision searches. To estimate the background noise
associated with each search, time shifts are applied to each
detector strain data such that no real gravitational-wave
event can be found in coincidence. For this study, we use
300 time shifts, totaling Tbkg ¼ 225 years of data contain-
ing only noise coincident events, the distribution of which
is represented in the left panel of Fig. 2 with a "1σ shaded
band. The candidate events, obtained with no time shift, are
all compatible with the noise distribution within "2σ. The
cusp, kink, and kink-kink collision waveforms are very
similar, resulting in the loudest events being the same for
the three searches. The ten loudest events were carefully
scrutinized. They all originate from a well-known category
of transient noise affecting all detectors that are broadband
and very short-duration noise events of unknown instru-
mental origin [60,61].
From the nondetection result, we measure our search

sensitivity to cosmic string signals by performing the burst
search analysis over O3 data with injections of simulated
cusp, kink, and kink-kink collision waveforms. The ampli-
tudes of injected signals comfortably cover the range where
none to almost all the signals are detected. Other param-
eters (sky location, polarization angle, high-frequency
cutoff) are randomly distributed. To recover injected
signals, we use the loudest-event method described in [62],

where the detection threshold is set to the level of the
highest-ranked event found in the search: log10ðΛÞ ≃ 15.0,
15.1, and 15.1 for cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions,
respectively. The resulting efficiencies εiðAiÞ as a
function of the signal amplitude are presented in the
right panel of Fig. 2. Cusp events directed at Earth with
Ac > 2 × 10−20 s−1=3 would have produced a result
more significant than any of the ones obtained by our
search with ∼90% confidence. In terms of loop proper
lengths, this corresponds, for example, to loops larger than
1.7 × 106ðGμ=10−10Þ−3=2 light years at redshift 100. The
expected detection burst rate is calculated from the detec-
tion efficiency

Ri ¼
Z

dRi

dAi
ðAi; f%;Gμ; NkÞεiðAiÞdAi: ð11Þ

The detectable burst rate dRi=dAi is obtained from Eq. (7),
which can be expressed in terms of amplitude using Eq. (2)
and calculated for the lowest value of the high-frequency
cutoff f% that can be most abundantly observed (see the
Supplemental Material [42] for details).
We assume that the occurrence of a detectable burst

of gravitational waves follows a Poisson distribution with
mean given by the estimated detection rate. For a set of
parameters ðGμ; NkÞ, models that predict a detection
rate larger than 2.996=Tobs are excluded at 95%, i.e., we
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FIG. 2. Left panel: cumulative distribution of cosmic string burst candidate events produced by cusps (top), kinks (middle), and kink-
kink collisions (bottom). The expected distributions from background noise are represented by "1σ shaded areas. Right panel: the
detection efficiency is measured using simulated signals as a function of the signal amplitude for cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions.
Note that the horizontal axis measures different amplitude quantities Ai for the three types of signals, parameterized by the waveform
frequency power law qi.
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Cosmic string loops oscillate periodically in time, emit-
ting gravitational waves with power [11] Pgw ¼ ΓdGμ2 and
decay in a lifetime l=γd, where Γd is a numerical factor
(Γd ∼ 50 [21]), l is the invariant loop length, and γd ¼
ΓdGμ is the gravitational-wave length scale measured in
units of time [22]. The high-frequency (fl ≫ 1, where f
denotes frequency) gravitational-wave spectrum of an
oscillating loop is dominated by bursts emitted by string
features called cusps and kinks [25–27]. Cusps [28] are
points on the string that briefly travel at the speed of light;
they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
discontinuities in the tangent vector of the string that
propagate at the speed of light. They appear in pairs as
the result of collisions between two cosmic strings and are
chopped off when a loop forms; hence, a loop can contain
any integer number of kinks. Numerical simulations of
Nambu-Goto strings have shown that kinks accumulate
over the cosmological evolution [16–18], while the number
of cusps per loop is yet undetermined.
Cusps are short-lived and produce beamed gravitational

waves in the forward direction of the cusp, while left-
moving (right-moving) kinks propagate around the string,
creating gravitational waves with a fanlike emission (like a
lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
kinks is expected to radiate gravitational waves isotropi-
cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]

Aiðl; zÞ ¼ g1;i
Gμl2−qi

ð1þ zÞqi−1rðzÞ
; ð2Þ

where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2

ffiffiffi
2

p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:

dRi

dldV
¼ 2

l
Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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nðl; tÞ ¼ d2N
dldV

ðl; tÞ: ð5Þ

The third factor, Δi, reflects that only a fraction of burst
events can be effectively detected due to the beamed
emission of gravitational waves with respect to the 4π
solid angle. The gravitational-wave emission within a
cone for cusps, a fanlike range of directions for kinks,
and all directions for kink-kink collisions can be conven-
iently absorbed into a single beaming fraction expression:
Δi ¼ ðθm=2Þ3ð2−qiÞ. Finally, the last factor shows that the
burst emission rate is redshifted by ð1þ zÞ−1.
The burst rate at redshift z is then obtained by integrating

over all loop sizes:

dRi

dz
¼ φVðzÞ

H3
0ð1þ zÞ

Z
lmax

lmin

dl
2Ni

l
nðl; tÞΔi: ð6Þ

Introducing the dimensionless loop size parameter γ ≡ l=t,
Eq. (6) reads

dRi

dz
ðz; fÞ ¼ ϕVðzÞ

H3
0ð1þ zÞ

Z
γmaxðzÞ

γminðz;fÞ
dγ

2Ni

γ
nðγ; zÞΔiðγ; z; fÞ:

ð7Þ

The upper bound of the integral γmaxðzÞ is derived by
requiring the loop size to be smaller than the horizon size,
i.e., γmax ¼ 2 and 3 for radiation and matter dominated
universes, respectively [44]. The lower bound γmin corre-
sponds to the fundamental frequency of a loop, i.e., 2=l,
leading to γminðz; fÞ ¼ 2=½fð1þ zÞφtðzÞ=H0&.
We consider two analytical models, labeledA [39] andB

[40], to describe the distribution of cosmic string loops
nðγ; zÞ in a scaling regime within a Friedmann-Lemaître-
Robertson-Walker metric. These models were respectively
dubbedM ¼ 2 andM ¼ 3 in [44]. In modelA, the number
of long-lived non-self-intersecting loops of invariant length
l per unit volume per unit time formed at cosmic time t is
directly inferred from Nambu-Goto simulations of cosmic
string networks in the radiation and matter eras. ModelB is
based on a different Nambu-Goto string simulation [49]. In
this model, the distribution of non-self-intersecting scaling
loops is the extracted quantity. Within model B, loops are
formed at all sizes following a power law specified by a
parameter taking different values in the radiation and matter
eras, while the scaling loop distribution is cut off on small
scales by the gravitational backreaction scale. There is a
qualitative difference between these two models since in
the latter, tiny loops are produced in a much larger amount
than in the former. In addition, we will use a new model,
based on [50] and labeled C, that extends and encompasses
both modelsA andB. Like modelB, modelC assumes that
the scaling loop distribution is a power law but leaves its
slope unspecified. Given the wide parameter space opened
by model C, we will select two samples: models C-1

and C-2. Model C-1 (respectively, C-2) reproduces quali-
tatively the loop production function of model A (B) in the
radiation era and the loop production of model B (A) in the
matter era. We expect the addition of these two models to
showcase intermediate situations in between the two
simulation-inferred models A and B. The loop distribution
functions nðγ; zÞ for the three models are given in the
Supplemental Material [42].
For models A, B, and C, the contributions from cusps,

kinks, and kink-kink collisions to the gravitational-wave
emission must be considered all together. Indeed, the
dimensionless decay constant Γd of a cosmic string, driving
the loop size evolution, can be decomposed into three
contributions:

Γd ≡
Pgw

Gμ2
¼

X

i

Pgw;i

Gμ2

¼ Nc
3π2g21;c

ð2δÞ1=3g2=32

þ Nk
3π2g21;k

ð2δÞ2=3g1=32

þ Nkk2π2g21;kk; ð8Þ

where δ ¼ max½1; 1=ð2g2Þ& since the gravitational-wave
frequency cannot be smaller than the fundamental fre-
quency of the loop 2=l, while the condition θm < 1 for
cusps and kinks imposes f > 1=ðlg2Þ. Parameters Nc, Nk
are, respectively, the average number of cusps and kinks per
oscillation. The number of kink-kink collisions per oscil-
lation Nkk is Nkk ≈ N2

k=4 for large Nk. While this equation
is only an approximation when Nk is order unity, the kink-
kink contribution is very small in this case and the error
would hardly affect our results. On the other hand, it is
clear that the kink-kink collision quickly dominates the
gravitational-wave production when the number of kinks
increases, as was also shown in [51]. Here we fixNc to be 1
and comment later on the effects of increasingNc. The only
free parameter is Nk; we consider Nk ¼ 1;…; 200, with the
upper limit motivated by numerical simulations of string
loops that favor Γd ∼ 50 [21].
The incoherent superposition of bursts from loops with

all possible sizes through the history of the Universe
produces a stochastic gravitational wave background
(SGWB) [52]; its normalized energy density is defined as

ΩGWðfÞ ¼
f
ρc

dρGW
df

; ð9Þ

where ρc ¼ 3H2
0c

2=ð8πGÞ. The spectrum of the SGWB
is [53]

ΩGWðfÞ ¼
4π2

3H2
0

f3
X

i

Z
dz

Z
dlh2i ×

d2Ri

dzdl
: ð10Þ

The integration range is restricted by two requirements.
First, the size of a loop is limited to a fraction of the Hubble
radius, or equivalently of the cosmic time l < αtðzÞ.
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background distribution of  
bursts from glitches

Cosmic string burst search  
efficiency

The left panel of Fig. 2 presents the cumulative dis-
tribution of coincident O3 burst events as a function of
the likelihood ratio Λ for the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision searches. To estimate the background noise
associated with each search, time shifts are applied to each
detector strain data such that no real gravitational-wave
event can be found in coincidence. For this study, we use
300 time shifts, totaling Tbkg ¼ 225 years of data contain-
ing only noise coincident events, the distribution of which
is represented in the left panel of Fig. 2 with a "1σ shaded
band. The candidate events, obtained with no time shift, are
all compatible with the noise distribution within "2σ. The
cusp, kink, and kink-kink collision waveforms are very
similar, resulting in the loudest events being the same for
the three searches. The ten loudest events were carefully
scrutinized. They all originate from a well-known category
of transient noise affecting all detectors that are broadband
and very short-duration noise events of unknown instru-
mental origin [60,61].
From the nondetection result, we measure our search

sensitivity to cosmic string signals by performing the burst
search analysis over O3 data with injections of simulated
cusp, kink, and kink-kink collision waveforms. The ampli-
tudes of injected signals comfortably cover the range where
none to almost all the signals are detected. Other param-
eters (sky location, polarization angle, high-frequency
cutoff) are randomly distributed. To recover injected
signals, we use the loudest-event method described in [62],

where the detection threshold is set to the level of the
highest-ranked event found in the search: log10ðΛÞ ≃ 15.0,
15.1, and 15.1 for cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions,
respectively. The resulting efficiencies εiðAiÞ as a
function of the signal amplitude are presented in the
right panel of Fig. 2. Cusp events directed at Earth with
Ac > 2 × 10−20 s−1=3 would have produced a result
more significant than any of the ones obtained by our
search with ∼90% confidence. In terms of loop proper
lengths, this corresponds, for example, to loops larger than
1.7 × 106ðGμ=10−10Þ−3=2 light years at redshift 100. The
expected detection burst rate is calculated from the detec-
tion efficiency

Ri ¼
Z

dRi

dAi
ðAi; f%;Gμ; NkÞεiðAiÞdAi: ð11Þ

The detectable burst rate dRi=dAi is obtained from Eq. (7),
which can be expressed in terms of amplitude using Eq. (2)
and calculated for the lowest value of the high-frequency
cutoff f% that can be most abundantly observed (see the
Supplemental Material [42] for details).
We assume that the occurrence of a detectable burst

of gravitational waves follows a Poisson distribution with
mean given by the estimated detection rate. For a set of
parameters ðGμ; NkÞ, models that predict a detection
rate larger than 2.996=Tobs are excluded at 95%, i.e., we
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FIG. 2. Left panel: cumulative distribution of cosmic string burst candidate events produced by cusps (top), kinks (middle), and kink-
kink collisions (bottom). The expected distributions from background noise are represented by "1σ shaded areas. Right panel: the
detection efficiency is measured using simulated signals as a function of the signal amplitude for cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions.
Note that the horizontal axis measures different amplitude quantities Ai for the three types of signals, parameterized by the waveform
frequency power law qi.
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Two complementary approaches used in the literature:

1) At a given frequency, add up GW emission from all the loops throughout entire history of the 
Universe that contribute to that frequency (infrequent bursts not treated separately):
 [Blanco-Pillado and Olum, Vilenkin, Hogan+Rees, Caldwell, Battye,…]  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is to consider realistic loops obtained from a simulation. Furthermore, one could aim to go
beyond the first approximation mentioned above (namely that the loop evolves in flat space),
and consider how the shape of a loop changes due to the emission of gravitational radiation:
that is, gravitational backreaction may be important to determine an accurate average power
spectrum of loops.

The e↵ect of gravitational backreaction on the average loop power spectrum was first
considered in ref. [54]. Starting from a representative group of ⇠ 1000 non-self-intersecting
loops from a population of scaling loops in a large scale simulation, a simple toy model
for backreaction was applied (the loops were smoothed at di↵erent scales), and finally the
average power spectrum of the full family of loops was computed. The resulting spectrum
— which we denote as the BOS spectrum — was found to be quite smooth, with a long tail
well-described by n�4/3, namely the high frequency region was dominated by cusps present on
the smooth loops. Furthermore, the distribution of results for the total power, � =

P1
n=1 Pn,

for those loops was found to be highly peaked at � ⇡ 50. It is clear, however, that there is
still some uncertainty in the accuracy of this power spectrum, since the smoothing procedure
used in ref. [143] only shares some of the key ingredients found in the results of recent studies
of the gravitational backreaction [144–147]. These latter results indicate that some parts of
the power spectrum could be a↵ected di↵erently by more realistic backreaction.

In the following, we also consider the simple averaged loop power spectra that are
determined exclusively from the frequency dependence of specific events (cusp, kinks and
kink-kink collisions), namely

Pn =
�

⇣(q)
n�q , (4.3)

where ⇣(q) is the Riemann zeta function, introduced as a normalization factor to enforce the
total power of the loop to be equal to � =

P
n Pn. The parameter q takes the values 4/3, 5/3,

or 2 depending on whether the emission is dominated by cusps, kinks or kink-kink collision
respectively.10 The sensitivity of the final SGWB to the value of q will give us an indication
of the robustness of our results relative to the uncertainty on Pn.

In terms of this average power spectrum Pn, Method I of section 2.1 yields the stochastic
gravitational wave background as [54]

⌦gw(ln f) =
8⇡G2µ2f

3H2
0

1X

n=1

Cn(f)Pn , (4.4)

where

Cn(f) =
2n

f2

Z 1

0

dz

H(z)(1 + z)6
n

✓
2n

(1 + z)f
, t(z)

◆
, (4.5)

which depends on the loop distribution through n
⇣

2n
(1+z)f , t(z)

⌘
, and on the assumed cosmo-

logical background through H(z) and t(z). As seen in section 3, the number density of loops
depends on the total power �, and hence for consistency it is important to ensure that the
average loop power spectrum is properly normalized.

10This power spectrum should be understood as a discrete set of numbers that represent the power at each
mode. We take this spectrum as it is, but we should bear in mind that this may not be a good approximation
at low harmonics, where the structure of the entire loop becomes important.
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e.g.

[see Blanco-Pillado, Olum, Wachter  
for modeling GBR]      

2) Sum of the incoherent superposition of many bursts from cusps, kinks and kink-kink collisions  
(removing infrequent bursts),

nðl; tÞ ¼ d2N
dldV

ðl; tÞ: ð5Þ

The third factor, Δi, reflects that only a fraction of burst
events can be effectively detected due to the beamed
emission of gravitational waves with respect to the 4π
solid angle. The gravitational-wave emission within a
cone for cusps, a fanlike range of directions for kinks,
and all directions for kink-kink collisions can be conven-
iently absorbed into a single beaming fraction expression:
Δi ¼ ðθm=2Þ3ð2−qiÞ. Finally, the last factor shows that the
burst emission rate is redshifted by ð1þ zÞ−1.
The burst rate at redshift z is then obtained by integrating

over all loop sizes:

dRi

dz
¼ φVðzÞ

H3
0ð1þ zÞ

Z
lmax

lmin

dl
2Ni

l
nðl; tÞΔi: ð6Þ

Introducing the dimensionless loop size parameter γ ≡ l=t,
Eq. (6) reads

dRi

dz
ðz; fÞ ¼ ϕVðzÞ

H3
0ð1þ zÞ

Z
γmaxðzÞ

γminðz;fÞ
dγ

2Ni

γ
nðγ; zÞΔiðγ; z; fÞ:

ð7Þ

The upper bound of the integral γmaxðzÞ is derived by
requiring the loop size to be smaller than the horizon size,
i.e., γmax ¼ 2 and 3 for radiation and matter dominated
universes, respectively [44]. The lower bound γmin corre-
sponds to the fundamental frequency of a loop, i.e., 2=l,
leading to γminðz; fÞ ¼ 2=½fð1þ zÞφtðzÞ=H0&.
We consider two analytical models, labeledA [39] andB

[40], to describe the distribution of cosmic string loops
nðγ; zÞ in a scaling regime within a Friedmann-Lemaître-
Robertson-Walker metric. These models were respectively
dubbedM ¼ 2 andM ¼ 3 in [44]. In modelA, the number
of long-lived non-self-intersecting loops of invariant length
l per unit volume per unit time formed at cosmic time t is
directly inferred from Nambu-Goto simulations of cosmic
string networks in the radiation and matter eras. ModelB is
based on a different Nambu-Goto string simulation [49]. In
this model, the distribution of non-self-intersecting scaling
loops is the extracted quantity. Within model B, loops are
formed at all sizes following a power law specified by a
parameter taking different values in the radiation and matter
eras, while the scaling loop distribution is cut off on small
scales by the gravitational backreaction scale. There is a
qualitative difference between these two models since in
the latter, tiny loops are produced in a much larger amount
than in the former. In addition, we will use a new model,
based on [50] and labeled C, that extends and encompasses
both modelsA andB. Like modelB, modelC assumes that
the scaling loop distribution is a power law but leaves its
slope unspecified. Given the wide parameter space opened
by model C, we will select two samples: models C-1

and C-2. Model C-1 (respectively, C-2) reproduces quali-
tatively the loop production function of model A (B) in the
radiation era and the loop production of model B (A) in the
matter era. We expect the addition of these two models to
showcase intermediate situations in between the two
simulation-inferred models A and B. The loop distribution
functions nðγ; zÞ for the three models are given in the
Supplemental Material [42].
For models A, B, and C, the contributions from cusps,

kinks, and kink-kink collisions to the gravitational-wave
emission must be considered all together. Indeed, the
dimensionless decay constant Γd of a cosmic string, driving
the loop size evolution, can be decomposed into three
contributions:

Γd ≡
Pgw

Gμ2
¼

X

i

Pgw;i

Gμ2

¼ Nc
3π2g21;c

ð2δÞ1=3g2=32

þ Nk
3π2g21;k

ð2δÞ2=3g1=32

þ Nkk2π2g21;kk; ð8Þ

where δ ¼ max½1; 1=ð2g2Þ& since the gravitational-wave
frequency cannot be smaller than the fundamental fre-
quency of the loop 2=l, while the condition θm < 1 for
cusps and kinks imposes f > 1=ðlg2Þ. Parameters Nc, Nk
are, respectively, the average number of cusps and kinks per
oscillation. The number of kink-kink collisions per oscil-
lation Nkk is Nkk ≈ N2

k=4 for large Nk. While this equation
is only an approximation when Nk is order unity, the kink-
kink contribution is very small in this case and the error
would hardly affect our results. On the other hand, it is
clear that the kink-kink collision quickly dominates the
gravitational-wave production when the number of kinks
increases, as was also shown in [51]. Here we fixNc to be 1
and comment later on the effects of increasingNc. The only
free parameter is Nk; we consider Nk ¼ 1;…; 200, with the
upper limit motivated by numerical simulations of string
loops that favor Γd ∼ 50 [21].
The incoherent superposition of bursts from loops with

all possible sizes through the history of the Universe
produces a stochastic gravitational wave background
(SGWB) [52]; its normalized energy density is defined as

ΩGWðfÞ ¼
f
ρc

dρGW
df

; ð9Þ

where ρc ¼ 3H2
0c

2=ð8πGÞ. The spectrum of the SGWB
is [53]

ΩGWðfÞ ¼
4π2

3H2
0

f3
X

i

Z
dz

Z
dlh2i ×

d2Ri

dzdl
: ð10Þ

The integration range is restricted by two requirements.
First, the size of a loop is limited to a fraction of the Hubble
radius, or equivalently of the cosmic time l < αtðzÞ.
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review the basic methods and
relevant formulae with which to calculate the energy density spectrum of the SGWB emitted
by sub-horizon loops in an evolving network of cosmic strings. In section 3, we present
di↵erent approaches developed in the literature to determine the loop number density, which
is a fundamental quantity in the determination the SGWB from any string network. In
section 4, we review the emission of GWs by individual strings, in particular the so-called
‘loop power spectrum’ and the GW waveforms from bursts. These di↵erent results are put
together in section 5, where we characterize the spectral shape of the SGWB from a cosmic
string network. We discuss di↵erent (potentially observable) features that can be imprinted
in the SGWB spectrum, such as the details of radiation-to-matter transition, the number of
relativistic degrees of freedom active during expansion, and the equation of state in the early
Universe. In section 6, we analyze in detail the ability of LISA to measure the spectrum of
the SGWB from a network of cosmic strings, and in particular we determine the parameter
space that is compatible with a detection. Finally, in section 7, we present an overview of
our results and state our conclusions.

2 The calculation of the SGWB from cosmic strings

Several studies in the literature have calculated the SGWB generated by an evolving cosmic
string network (see, e.g., [48, 54, 81, 82, 87–104]). This is often quantified in terms of the
fraction of the critical density in GWs per logarithmic interval of frequency,

⌦gw(t0, f) =
8⇡G

3H2
0

f
d⇢gw
df

(t0, f) , (2.1)

where H0 is the Hubble parameter, and d⇢gw
df (t0, f) is the energy density in gravitational

waves per unit frequency f , observed today (at t = t0). The basic idea is that, given a
GW frequency today, one must add up the GW emission from all the loops throughout the
entire history of the Universe that contribute to that frequency. To do so, two di↵erent and
complementary approaches have been developed in the literature, and the aim of this section
is to introduce both of them. (These two approaches are also discussed in more detail in
section 4.)

Before doing so, we introduce the basic ingredients common to the two approaches. The
first is the number density n(l, t) of non-self-intersecting, sub-horizon, cosmic string loops of
invariant length l at cosmic time t. These are the loops which, through their oscillations,
contribute to the SGWB. When the network is scaling — as it is in the radiation and matter
eras — n(l, t) can be estimated through di↵erent numerical and analytical techniques (see
section 3). Scaling, however, cannot be maintained during the radiation-to-matter transition,
but analytical estimates can nonetheless be extended to this regime.

The second ingredient is the loop power spectrum, namely the power Pgw(f, l) emitted
in GWs of frequency f by a cosmic string loop of length l. It is clear that individual loops
of a given length l will radiate in di↵erent ways according to their shape. Hence either one
can assume an average (or typical) gravitational loop power spectrum Pgw(f, l) determined
numerically from simulations; or one can focus on particular events on the strings (cusps and
kinks) for which Pgw(f, l) can be determined analytically.
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Second, the frequency has to be larger than the low-
frequency cutoff flð1þ zÞ > δ. In Fig. 1, we show
examples of gravitational-wave spectra calculated with
Eq. (10). The two plots at the top are derived from models
A and B with Nk ≫ 1. The dominant contribution comes
from kink-kink collisions. The lower plots show gravita-
tional-wave spectra taking Nk ¼ 1 (left) and Nk ¼ 100
(right) and are derived from model C with a given set of
parameters (see the Supplemental Material [42]), i.e.,
χrad ¼ 0.45, χmat ¼ 0.295, crad ¼ 0.15, and cmat ¼ 0.019;
the subscripts refer to matter and radiation eras, respec-
tively. When Nk is large, the dominant contribution
depends on the frequency band, which is a unique feature
in this model. In this study, we ignore the suppression of the
gravitational waves from cusps due to the primordial black
hole production as pointed out in [54]. Including such an
effect leads to lower spectrum amplitudes for smallNk, thus
reducing the sensitivity to cosmic string signals. In Fig. 1,
we also show the 2σ power-law integrated (PI) curves [55]
indicating the integrated sensitivity of the O3 search [41],
along with projections for two years of the Advanced

LIGO–Virgo network at design sensitivity, and the envi-
sioned upgrade of Advanced LIGO, Aþ [56], sensitivity
after two years, assuming a 50% duty cycle.
Burst search.—The O3 dataset is analyzed with a

dedicated burst search algorithm previously used to pro-
duce LIGO–Virgo results [44,57,58]. The burst analysis
pipeline, as well as its O3 configuration, is described in the
Supplemental Material [42]. The search can be summarized
into three analysis steps. First, we carry out a matched-filter
search using the cosmic string waveform in Eq. (1). Then,
resulting candidates are filtered to retain only those
detected in more than one detector within a time window
accounting for the difference in the gravitational-wave
arrival time between detectors. Finally, double- and tri-
ple-coincident events are ranked using an approximated
likelihood ratio ΛðxÞ, where x is a set of parameters used
to discriminate true cosmic string signals from noise [59].
The burst search is performed separately for cusps, kinks,
and kink-kink collision waveforms, integrating Tobs ¼
273.5 days of data when at least two detectors are operating
simultaneously.

FIG. 1. Predictions of the gravitational-wave energy density spectra using different models for the loop distribution function nðγ; zÞ
and for two values of the number of kinks per loop oscillation Nk: 1 and 100. The string tension Gμ is fixed to 10−8. Top left: model A,
Nk ¼ 100. Top right: model B, Nk ¼ 100. Bottom left: model C-1, Nk ¼ 1. Bottom right: model C-1, Nk ¼ 100. For model C-1, we
use the following model parameters (see the Supplemental Material [42]): χrad ¼ 0.45, χmat ¼ 0.295, crad ¼ 0.15, cmat ¼ 0.019; the
subscripts refer to the radiation and matter eras, respectively. We also show the energy density spectra of the three different components
and 2-σ power-law integrated (PI) curves [55] for the O3 isotropic stochastic search [41], and projections for the Hanford, Livingston,
and Virgo network at design sensitivity, and the Aþ detectors [56].
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2.1 Method I

Let us write the power Pgw(f, l) in units of Gµ2 and l as

Pgw(f, l) = Gµ2l P (fl), (2.2)

where we have introduced a function P (fl) which in principle takes a di↵erent form for each
individual loop, depending on its shape. The first method to calculate ⌦gw(t0, f) assumes
the existence of an averaged function, P (fl), computed from an ensemble of loops of length
l obtained from simulations. Then the energy density in GWs observed at a particular
frequency f today is obtained by adding the amount of energy produced at each moment
of cosmic evolution for loops of all sizes. On taking into account the redshift of frequencies
from the moment of emission until today, one finds

d⇢gw
df

(t0, f) = Gµ2

Z t0

0
dt

✓
a(t)

a0

◆3 Z 1

0
dl l n(l, t) P

✓
a0
a(t)

fl

◆
, (2.3)

where a(t) is the scale factor which takes the value a0 today. In order to compute ⌦gw(t0, f)
from eqs. (2.1) and (2.3), one must specify the cosmological model, the number density of
loops n(l, t), and an average power spectrum P (fl). This approach has been followed in
e.g. [48, 54, 81, 87–91, 95–97, 100–103].

2.2 Method II

At high frequencies fl � 1, Pgw(f, l) can be estimated analytically. Indeed, whatever the
shape of the loop, one can show that the gravitational waveform sourced by a loop is dom-
inated at high frequency by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions. (See appendix A for an
overview of the Nambu-Goto equations and the precise definitions of cusps and kinks). The
form of Pgw(f, l) for these 3 types of events is discussed in section 4.

Cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions emit short bursts of GWs. The contribution to
the SGWB from the superposition of the unresolved signals from these three types of events
is given by

d⇢gw
df

(t0, f) = f2

Z 1

0
dz

Z 1

0
dl h2(f, z, l)

d2R(z, l)

dzdl
, (2.4)

where z is the redshift, h(f, z, l) is the amplitude of the Fourier transform of the trace of

the metric perturbation generated by each event, and d2R(z,l)
dzdl denotes the event rate per

unit loop length and per unit redshift. This rate is directly proportional to n(l, t), and
therefore one must know the number density of loops. This approach has been considered in
refs. [82, 84, 92, 94, 98, 99, 104].

2.3 Cosmology

Finally, one must provide the details of the expansion history of the Universe. Unless specified
otherwise, we assume a standard flat ⇤CDM model. The Hubble rate reads

H(z) = H0H(z), (2.5)

where

H(z) =
p
⌦⇤ + ⌦mat(1 + z)3 + ⌦radG(z)(1 + z)4 , (2.6)
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Second, the frequency has to be larger than the low-
frequency cutoff flð1þ zÞ > δ. In Fig. 1, we show
examples of gravitational-wave spectra calculated with
Eq. (10). The two plots at the top are derived from models
A and B with Nk ≫ 1. The dominant contribution comes
from kink-kink collisions. The lower plots show gravita-
tional-wave spectra taking Nk ¼ 1 (left) and Nk ¼ 100
(right) and are derived from model C with a given set of
parameters (see the Supplemental Material [42]), i.e.,
χrad ¼ 0.45, χmat ¼ 0.295, crad ¼ 0.15, and cmat ¼ 0.019;
the subscripts refer to matter and radiation eras, respec-
tively. When Nk is large, the dominant contribution
depends on the frequency band, which is a unique feature
in this model. In this study, we ignore the suppression of the
gravitational waves from cusps due to the primordial black
hole production as pointed out in [54]. Including such an
effect leads to lower spectrum amplitudes for smallNk, thus
reducing the sensitivity to cosmic string signals. In Fig. 1,
we also show the 2σ power-law integrated (PI) curves [55]
indicating the integrated sensitivity of the O3 search [41],
along with projections for two years of the Advanced

LIGO–Virgo network at design sensitivity, and the envi-
sioned upgrade of Advanced LIGO, Aþ [56], sensitivity
after two years, assuming a 50% duty cycle.
Burst search.—The O3 dataset is analyzed with a

dedicated burst search algorithm previously used to pro-
duce LIGO–Virgo results [44,57,58]. The burst analysis
pipeline, as well as its O3 configuration, is described in the
Supplemental Material [42]. The search can be summarized
into three analysis steps. First, we carry out a matched-filter
search using the cosmic string waveform in Eq. (1). Then,
resulting candidates are filtered to retain only those
detected in more than one detector within a time window
accounting for the difference in the gravitational-wave
arrival time between detectors. Finally, double- and tri-
ple-coincident events are ranked using an approximated
likelihood ratio ΛðxÞ, where x is a set of parameters used
to discriminate true cosmic string signals from noise [59].
The burst search is performed separately for cusps, kinks,
and kink-kink collision waveforms, integrating Tobs ¼
273.5 days of data when at least two detectors are operating
simultaneously.

FIG. 1. Predictions of the gravitational-wave energy density spectra using different models for the loop distribution function nðγ; zÞ
and for two values of the number of kinks per loop oscillation Nk: 1 and 100. The string tension Gμ is fixed to 10−8. Top left: model A,
Nk ¼ 100. Top right: model B, Nk ¼ 100. Bottom left: model C-1, Nk ¼ 1. Bottom right: model C-1, Nk ¼ 100. For model C-1, we
use the following model parameters (see the Supplemental Material [42]): χrad ¼ 0.45, χmat ¼ 0.295, crad ¼ 0.15, cmat ¼ 0.019; the
subscripts refer to the radiation and matter eras, respectively. We also show the energy density spectra of the three different components
and 2-σ power-law integrated (PI) curves [55] for the O3 isotropic stochastic search [41], and projections for the Hanford, Livingston,
and Virgo network at design sensitivity, and the Aþ detectors [56].
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Cosmic String Interpretation of NANOGrav Pulsar Timing Data
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Pulsar timing data used to provide upper limits on a possible stochastic gravitational wave back-
ground (SGWB). However, the NANOGrav Collaboration has recently reported strong evidence for
a stochastic common-spectrum process, which we interpret as a SGWB in the framework of cosmic
strings. The possible NANOGrav signal would correspond to a string tensionGµ 2 (4⇥10�11, 10�10)
at the 68% confidence level, with a di↵erent frequency dependence from supermassive black hole
mergers. The SGWB produced by cosmic strings with such values of Gµ would be beyond the reach
of LIGO, but could be measured by other planned and proposed detectors such as SKA, LISA,
TianQin, AION-1km, AEDGE, Einstein Telescope and Cosmic Explorer.

Introduction: Stimulated by the direct discovery of
gravitational waves (GWs) by the LIGO and Virgo Col-
laborations [1–8] of black holes and neutron stars at fre-
quencies f & 10 Hz, there is widespread interest in ex-
periments exploring other parts of the GW spectrum.
Foremost among these are pulsar timing array (PTA) ex-
periments, which are sensitive to GWs with frequencies
f . 1/yr. PTA experiments probe the possible exis-
tence of a stochastic GW background (SGWB), as might
be generated by very di↵erent physical phenomena such
as astrophysical sources of GWs, e.g., the mergers of su-
permassive black hole (SMBHs), or cosmological sources,
e.g., cosmic strings.

Aggregating pulsar measurements for over a decade,
the EPTA [9], PPTA [10] and NANOGrav [11] PTA ex-
periments have pushed their sensitivities down to an en-
ergy density ⌦GWh2 . 10�9 over frequencies in the range
f 2 (2.5⇥ 10�9, 1.2⇥ 10�8) Hz. Until recently, there has
been no indication of a positive signal above background.
However, a recent NANOGrav analysis of 12.5 yrs of pul-
sar timing data [12] reports strong evidence for a stochas-
tic common-spectrum process that may be interpreted as
a GW signal with amplitude A ⇠ O(10�15) at f ⇠ 1/yr.
The NANOGrav Collaboration notes that this signal is
in apparent tension with previous upper limits on the
SGWB in this frequency range, but argues that this is
not real, but reflects its improved treatment of the in-
trinsic pulsar red noise. The NANOGrav signal does
not exhibit significant monopole or dipole correlations,
as might arise, e.g., from reference clock or solar-system
ephemeris systematics, respectively. On the other hand,
neither does the signal exhibit significant quadrupole cor-
relations, which would have been a “smoking gun” for
a GW background, and the NANOGrav Collaboration
does not claim a detection of GWs.

Nevertheless, we are emboldened to explore the impli-
cations of this possible SGWB detection by NANOGrav

for cosmic string models, discussing how experiments
could confirm or disprove such an interpretation. Upper
limits on the SGWB are often quoted assuming a spec-
trum described by a GW abundance proportional to f2/3,
as expected for SMBH mergers [13]. However, the cos-
mic string GW spectrum is not a simple power law, but
is convex with an amplitude and a frequency-dependent
slope that depend on the parameter, Gµ, where G is the
Newton constant of gravitation and µ is the string ten-
sion. Any limit (or estimate) of Gµ from any specific
experiment must take into account take into account the
appropriate slope parameter, which is in general 6= 2/3
in the characteristic frequency measurement range. Once
an allowed (interesting) value of Gµ has been identified,
however, the cosmic string prediction for the magnitude
and spectral shape of the SGWB is then fixed as a func-
tion of frequency, and can then be compared with the
sensitivities of other experiments.

In this paper we calculate the e↵ective slope parame-
ter for the timing-residual cross-power spectral density �
(which translates to � = 5�� for ⌦ / f�) for frequencies
in the range (2.5 ⇥ 10�9, 1.2 ⇥ 10�8) Hz used in [12] to
make a single-power fit to the NANOGrav 12.5 yr data.
The best fit to the NANOGrav data is shown as an or-
ange dashed line in the left panel of Fig. 1 of [12], and the
68% and 95% CL ranges in the (�, A) plane are shown
as orange dashed and dotted ellipses in the right panel of
Fig. 1 of [12]. We find that the cosmic string model gives
a better fit than does a single power law with � = 13/3
as suggested by models of SMBH mergers: the one-
parameter cosmic string prediction crosses the 68% CL
ellipse, whereas the � = 13/3 line passes outside it though
within the 95% ellipse. The GW spectra predicted by the
cosmic string model for Gµ 2 (2⇥ 10�11, 2⇥ 10�10), the
range where it lies within the NANOGrav 12.5 yr 95% CL
region in the (�, A) plane, are all completely compatible
with the EPTA upper limit, although some tension with
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3) Beyond the standard picture

1) Impact of varying the effective relativistic d of f.
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2.1 Method I

Let us write the power Pgw(f, l) in units of Gµ2 and l as

Pgw(f, l) = Gµ2l P (fl), (2.2)

where we have introduced a function P (fl) which in principle takes a di↵erent form for each
individual loop, depending on its shape. The first method to calculate ⌦gw(t0, f) assumes
the existence of an averaged function, P (fl), computed from an ensemble of loops of length
l obtained from simulations. Then the energy density in GWs observed at a particular
frequency f today is obtained by adding the amount of energy produced at each moment
of cosmic evolution for loops of all sizes. On taking into account the redshift of frequencies
from the moment of emission until today, one finds

d⇢gw
df

(t0, f) = Gµ2

Z t0

0
dt

✓
a(t)

a0

◆3 Z 1

0
dl l n(l, t) P

✓
a0
a(t)

fl

◆
, (2.3)

where a(t) is the scale factor which takes the value a0 today. In order to compute ⌦gw(t0, f)
from eqs. (2.1) and (2.3), one must specify the cosmological model, the number density of
loops n(l, t), and an average power spectrum P (fl). This approach has been followed in
e.g. [48, 54, 81, 87–91, 95–97, 100–103].

2.2 Method II

At high frequencies fl � 1, Pgw(f, l) can be estimated analytically. Indeed, whatever the
shape of the loop, one can show that the gravitational waveform sourced by a loop is dom-
inated at high frequency by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions. (See appendix A for an
overview of the Nambu-Goto equations and the precise definitions of cusps and kinks). The
form of Pgw(f, l) for these 3 types of events is discussed in section 4.

Cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions emit short bursts of GWs. The contribution to
the SGWB from the superposition of the unresolved signals from these three types of events
is given by
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where z is the redshift, h(f, z, l) is the amplitude of the Fourier transform of the trace of

the metric perturbation generated by each event, and d2R(z,l)
dzdl denotes the event rate per

unit loop length and per unit redshift. This rate is directly proportional to n(l, t), and
therefore one must know the number density of loops. This approach has been considered in
refs. [82, 84, 92, 94, 98, 99, 104].

2.3 Cosmology

Finally, one must provide the details of the expansion history of the Universe. Unless specified
otherwise, we assume a standard flat ⇤CDM model. The Hubble rate reads

H(z) = H0H(z), (2.5)

where

H(z) =
p
⌦⇤ + ⌦mat(1 + z)3 + ⌦radG(z)(1 + z)4 , (2.6)
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Figure 4. Examples of spectra with Gµ = 10�11 assuming a constant number of degrees of freedom
(black solid line) and standard cosmology with SM particle content (blue dashed line). The gray area
indicates LISA sensitivity.

in the spectrum at the frequency corresponding to the temperature of the modification.
The most prominent of these variations in the spectrum correspond to electron-positron
annihilation at T ⇡ 200 keV where the lines first separate, the QCD phase transition at
f ⇡ 10�2 Hz (T ⇡ 100GeV), and the electroweak scale at f ⇠> 102 Hz. This means LISA
could probe the QCD equation of state and other SM processes through their impact on the
stochastic background from cosmic strings [160].

Crucially, this e↵ect would also potentially allow us to observe extra degrees of freedom
(DOF) from beyond the standard model [54, 103, 161, 162]. Had the number of DOF in-
creased by a factor of �g⇤, that would have created another smooth step, changing the value
of the plateau at the corresponding frequency by

⌦gw

⌦SM
gw

⇡
✓

gSM⇤
gSM⇤ +�g⇤

◆1/3

, (5.3)

where gSM⇤ and gSM⇤S are the number of degrees of freedom and the number of entropy degrees
of freedom, both calculated in the standard model.

We can numerically check that the frequency corresponding to a modification of the
expansion rate occurring at a temperature T� is given by [103]

f� = (8.67⇥ 10�3Hz)

✓
T�

GeV

◆✓
0.1⇥ 50⇥ 10�11

↵�Gµ

◆1/2✓
gSM⇤ (T�)

gSM⇤ (T0)

◆ 8
6
✓
gSM⇤S (T0)

gSM⇤S (T�)

◆ 7
6

. (5.4)

Using this estimate, we can see that LISA frequency band corresponds to probing tempera-
tures of the order of a few GeV. It is important to point out this could lead to a significant
improvement over the current probes of the expansion rate, which can reach only to the BBN
temperature of a few MeV, which is still 3 orders of magnitude lower than the potential of a
cosmic string signal at LISA. In figure 5, we show examples of a cosmic string stochastic back-
ground in standard cosmology with Gµ = 10�11 and several modifications with �g⇤ = 100
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– Recent results high resolution field theory simulation of Abelian-Higgs loops with kinks  
(in BPS limit) [Matsunami et al, PRL 122 , 201301 (2019)]
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We account for particle emission and gravitational radiation from cosmic string loops to determine
their e↵ect on the loop distribution and observational signatures of strings. The e↵ect of particle
emission is that the number density of loops no longer scales. This results in a high frequency cuto↵
on the stochastic gravitational wave background, but we show that the expected cuto↵ is outside the
range of current and planned detectors. Particle emission from string loops also produces a di↵use
gamma ray background that is sensitive to the presence of kinks and cusps on the loops. However,
both for kinks and cusps, and with mild assumptions about particle physics interactions, current
di↵use gamma-ray background observations do not constrain Gµ.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most often the dynamics of local cosmic strings formed in a phase transition in the early universe (see [1–3] for
reviews) is described by the Nambu-Goto (NG) action. This approximation is valid when the microscopic width of
the string

w ⇠ µ�1/2 ⇠ 1/⌘ (1)

(with µ the string tension and ⌘ the energy scale of the phase transition), is very small relative to its characteristic
macroscopic size ` — a situation which is well satisfied in the early universe. Closed loops of NG strings loose energy
slowly by radiating gravitational waves, and as a result NG string networks contain numerous loops whose decay
generate a stochastic gravitational wave background (SGWB) ranging over a wide range of frequencies [1]. Depending
on the details of the particular cosmic string model, the corresponding constraints on the dimensionless string tension
Gµ from the SGWB are Gµ <⇠ 10�7 at LIGO-Virgo frequencies [4], Gµ <⇠ 10�11 at Pulsar frequencies [5], whereas at
LISA frequencies one expects to reach Gµ <⇠ 10�17 [6].

On the other hand, at a more fundamental level, cosmic strings are topological solutions of field theories. Their
dynamics can therefore also be studied by solving the field theory equations of motions. In studies of large scale
field theory string networks [7–10], loops are observed to decay directly into particles and gauge boson radiation on
a short time scale of order of the loop length. Hence, field theory string network simulations predict very di↵erent
observational consequences — in particular no SGWB from loops.

Since field theory and Nambu-Goto strings in principle describe the same physics, and hence lead to the same
observational consequences, this is an unhappy situation. Based on high resolution field theory simulations, a possible
answer to this long-standing conundrum was proposed in [11]. In particular, for a loop of length ` containing kinks, a
new characteristic length scale `0 = `k was identified, and it was shown that if ` >⇠ `k gravitational wave emission is
the dominant decay mode, whereas for smaller loops ` <⇠ `k particle radiation is the primary channel for energy loss.
That is,

d`

dt
=

(
��d, ` � `k
��d

`

k

`

, ` ⌧ `k,
(2)

where
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• Standard NG strings, 
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with � ⇠ 50 the standard constant describing gravitational radiation from cosmic string loops [12–15]. Notice that
Nambu Goto strings correspond to `k ! 0; and if particle radiation is dominant for all loops, `k ! 1. In practise `k
is neither of these two limiting values, and in [11] was estimated (for a given class of loops with kinks) to be given by

`k ⇠ �k
w

�Gµ
(3)

where w is the width of the string, Eq. (1), and the constant �k ⇠ O(1).
If a loop contains cusps, then one expects the above to be modified to [16, 17]
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, ` ⌧ `c
(4)

where

`c ⇠ �c
w

(�Gµ)2
(5)

with �c ⇠ O(1).
The aim of this paper is to determine the observational e↵ects — and corresponding constraints on Gµ — of a

finite, fixed, value of `k or `c. A first immediate consequence of the presence of the fixed scale is that the distribution
of loops n(`, t), with n(`, t)d` the number density of loops with length between ` and ` + d` at time t, will no longer
be scaling. That is, contrary to the situation for NG strings, the loop distribution will depend explicitly on t as well
as the dimensionless variable � = `/t. We determine this non-scaling loop distribution n(�, t) in section II, taking
into account exactly (and for the first time) the backreaction of particle emission on the loop distribution.

We then study the consequence of the non-scaling distribution of non-self intersecting loops on the stochastic GW
background, determining the fraction of the critical density in GWs per logarithmic interval of frequency,

⌦gw(t0, f) =
8⇡G

3H0
2 f

d⇢gw

df
(t0, f) , (6)

where H0 is the Hubble parameter, and the d⇢
gw

/df factor is the energy density in gravitational waves per unit
frequency f observed today (at t = t0). A scaling distribution of NG loops gives a spectrum which is flat at high
frequencies [1]; we will show below that a consequence of the non-scaling of the loop distribution is the introduction
of a characteristic frequency f⇤, with ⌦(f > f⇤) ! 0. The precise value of f⇤ depends on `k or `c, as well as Gµ. For
cusps and kinks with `c and `k given respectively by Eqs. (2) and (4), the characteristic frequency f⇤ is outside the
LIGO and LISA band provided Gµ >⇠ 10�17, and so in this case the new cuto↵ will only be relevant for very light
strings but for which the amplitude of the signal is below the observational thresholds of planned gravitational wave
detectors.

In section V we turn to particle physics signatures. At lower string tensions Gµ, the gravitational signatures of
strings weaken, while the particle physics ones are expected to increase. Following [18], we focus on so-called “top
down” models for production of ultra-high energy cosmic rays in which heavy particles, namely the quanta of massive
gauge and Higgs field of the underlying (local) field theory trapped inside the string, decay to give ultra-high energy
protons and gamma rays. We focus on the di↵use gamma ray flux which at GeV scales is constrained by Fermi-
Lat [19]. However, taking into account backreaction of the emitted particles on the loop distribution we find that
current gamma ray observations do not lead to significant constraints. (Early studies on the production of cosmic
rays assumed NG strings and particle emission rates that were based on dynamics without taking backreaction into
account. See Refs. [20–24] and [18] for a review. Other work has focused on strings with condensates, e.g. [25–27], or
strings coupled to other fields such as Kaluza-Klein or dilaton fields [28, 29].)

This paper is organised as follows. In section II we determine the e↵ect of an `-dependent energy loss

d`

dt
= ��dJ (`), (7)

on the loop distribution n(`, t). The function J (`) will initially be left arbitrary. Specific cases corresponding to
(i) NG loops with J = 1; (ii) loops with kinks, see Eq. (2), and (iii) loops with cusps, see Eq. (4) are studied in
subsections III A-III C. Given the loop distribution, we then use it to calculate the SGWB in section IV, and the
predicted di↵use gamma ray flux in V. We conclude in section VI by discussing the resulting experimental constraints
on Gµ.

• Particle radiation dominates  
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frequency f observed today (at t = t0). A scaling distribution of NG loops gives a spectrum which is flat at high
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strings but for which the amplitude of the signal is below the observational thresholds of planned gravitational wave
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In section V we turn to particle physics signatures. At lower string tensions Gµ, the gravitational signatures of
strings weaken, while the particle physics ones are expected to increase. Following [18], we focus on so-called “top
down” models for production of ultra-high energy cosmic rays in which heavy particles, namely the quanta of massive
gauge and Higgs field of the underlying (local) field theory trapped inside the string, decay to give ultra-high energy
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We account for particle emission and gravitational radiation from cosmic string loops to determine
their e↵ect on the loop distribution and observational signatures of strings. The e↵ect of particle
emission is that the number density of loops no longer scales. This results in a high frequency cuto↵
on the stochastic gravitational wave background, but we show that the expected cuto↵ is outside the
range of current and planned detectors. Particle emission from string loops also produces a di↵use
gamma ray background that is sensitive to the presence of kinks and cusps on the loops. However,
both for kinks and cusps, and with mild assumptions about particle physics interactions, current
di↵use gamma-ray background observations do not constrain Gµ.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most often the dynamics of local cosmic strings formed in a phase transition in the early universe (see [1–3] for
reviews) is described by the Nambu-Goto (NG) action. This approximation is valid when the microscopic width of
the string

w ⇠ µ�1/2 ⇠ 1/⌘ (1)

(with µ the string tension and ⌘ the energy scale of the phase transition), is very small relative to its characteristic
macroscopic size ` — a situation which is well satisfied in the early universe. Closed loops of NG strings loose energy
slowly by radiating gravitational waves, and as a result NG string networks contain numerous loops whose decay
generate a stochastic gravitational wave background (SGWB) ranging over a wide range of frequencies [1]. Depending
on the details of the particular cosmic string model, the corresponding constraints on the dimensionless string tension
Gµ from the SGWB are Gµ <⇠ 10�7 at LIGO-Virgo frequencies [4], Gµ <⇠ 10�11 at Pulsar frequencies [5], whereas at
LISA frequencies one expects to reach Gµ <⇠ 10�17 [6].

On the other hand, at a more fundamental level, cosmic strings are topological solutions of field theories. Their
dynamics can therefore also be studied by solving the field theory equations of motions. In studies of large scale
field theory string networks [7–10], loops are observed to decay directly into particles and gauge boson radiation on
a short time scale of order of the loop length. Hence, field theory string network simulations predict very di↵erent
observational consequences — in particular no SGWB from loops.

Since field theory and Nambu-Goto strings in principle describe the same physics, and hence lead to the same
observational consequences, this is an unhappy situation. Based on high resolution field theory simulations, a possible
answer to this long-standing conundrum was proposed in [11]. In particular, for a loop of length ` containing kinks, a
new characteristic length scale `0 = `k was identified, and it was shown that if ` >⇠ `k gravitational wave emission is
the dominant decay mode, whereas for smaller loops ` <⇠ `k particle radiation is the primary channel for energy loss.
That is,
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with � ⇠ 50 the standard constant describing gravitational radiation from cosmic string loops [12–15]. Notice that
Nambu Goto strings correspond to `k ! 0; and if particle radiation is dominant for all loops, `k ! 1. In practise `k
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finite, fixed, value of `k or `c. A first immediate consequence of the presence of the fixed scale is that the distribution
of loops n(`, t), with n(`, t)d` the number density of loops with length between ` and ` + d` at time t, will no longer
be scaling. That is, contrary to the situation for NG strings, the loop distribution will depend explicitly on t as well
as the dimensionless variable � = `/t. We determine this non-scaling loop distribution n(�, t) in section II, taking
into account exactly (and for the first time) the backreaction of particle emission on the loop distribution.

We then study the consequence of the non-scaling distribution of non-self intersecting loops on the stochastic GW
background, determining the fraction of the critical density in GWs per logarithmic interval of frequency,
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where H0 is the Hubble parameter, and the d⇢
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/df factor is the energy density in gravitational waves per unit
frequency f observed today (at t = t0). A scaling distribution of NG loops gives a spectrum which is flat at high
frequencies [1]; we will show below that a consequence of the non-scaling of the loop distribution is the introduction
of a characteristic frequency f⇤, with ⌦(f > f⇤) ! 0. The precise value of f⇤ depends on `k or `c, as well as Gµ. For
cusps and kinks with `c and `k given respectively by Eqs. (2) and (4), the characteristic frequency f⇤ is outside the
LIGO and LISA band provided Gµ >⇠ 10�17, and so in this case the new cuto↵ will only be relevant for very light
strings but for which the amplitude of the signal is below the observational thresholds of planned gravitational wave
detectors.

In section V we turn to particle physics signatures. At lower string tensions Gµ, the gravitational signatures of
strings weaken, while the particle physics ones are expected to increase. Following [18], we focus on so-called “top
down” models for production of ultra-high energy cosmic rays in which heavy particles, namely the quanta of massive
gauge and Higgs field of the underlying (local) field theory trapped inside the string, decay to give ultra-high energy
protons and gamma rays. We focus on the di↵use gamma ray flux which at GeV scales is constrained by Fermi-
Lat [19]. However, taking into account backreaction of the emitted particles on the loop distribution we find that
current gamma ray observations do not lead to significant constraints. (Early studies on the production of cosmic
rays assumed NG strings and particle emission rates that were based on dynamics without taking backreaction into
account. See Refs. [20–24] and [18] for a review. Other work has focused on strings with condensates, e.g. [25–27], or
strings coupled to other fields such as Kaluza-Klein or dilaton fields [28, 29].)

This paper is organised as follows. In section II we determine the e↵ect of an `-dependent energy loss
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on the loop distribution n(`, t). The function J (`) will initially be left arbitrary. Specific cases corresponding to
(i) NG loops with J = 1; (ii) loops with kinks, see Eq. (2), and (iii) loops with cusps, see Eq. (4) are studied in
subsections III A-III C. Given the loop distribution, we then use it to calculate the SGWB in section IV, and the
predicted di↵use gamma ray flux in V. We conclude in section VI by discussing the resulting experimental constraints
on Gµ.
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2) Impact of gravitational radiation and particle radiation.

• Other possible form:  loop with cusps [Blanco-Billado+Olum]

2

with � ⇠ 50 the standard constant describing gravitational radiation from cosmic string loops [12–15]. Notice that
Nambu Goto strings correspond to `k ! 0; and if particle radiation is dominant for all loops, `k ! 1. In practise `k
is neither of these two limiting values, and in [11] was estimated (for a given class of loops with kinks) to be given by

`k ⇠ �k
w

�Gµ
(3)

where w is the width of the string, Eq. (1), and the constant �k ⇠ O(1).
If a loop contains cusps, then one expects the above to be modified to [16, 17]

d`

dt
=

(
��d, ` � `c

��d

q
`

c

`

, ` ⌧ `c
(4)

where

`c ⇠ �c
w

(�Gµ)2
(5)

with �c ⇠ O(1).
The aim of this paper is to determine the observational e↵ects — and corresponding constraints on Gµ — of a

finite, fixed, value of `k or `c. A first immediate consequence of the presence of the fixed scale is that the distribution
of loops n(`, t), with n(`, t)d` the number density of loops with length between ` and ` + d` at time t, will no longer
be scaling. That is, contrary to the situation for NG strings, the loop distribution will depend explicitly on t as well
as the dimensionless variable � = `/t. We determine this non-scaling loop distribution n(�, t) in section II, taking
into account exactly (and for the first time) the backreaction of particle emission on the loop distribution.

We then study the consequence of the non-scaling distribution of non-self intersecting loops on the stochastic GW
background, determining the fraction of the critical density in GWs per logarithmic interval of frequency,

⌦gw(t0, f) =
8⇡G

3H0
2 f

d⇢gw

df
(t0, f) , (6)

where H0 is the Hubble parameter, and the d⇢
gw

/df factor is the energy density in gravitational waves per unit
frequency f observed today (at t = t0). A scaling distribution of NG loops gives a spectrum which is flat at high
frequencies [1]; we will show below that a consequence of the non-scaling of the loop distribution is the introduction
of a characteristic frequency f⇤, with ⌦(f > f⇤) ! 0. The precise value of f⇤ depends on `k or `c, as well as Gµ. For
cusps and kinks with `c and `k given respectively by Eqs. (2) and (4), the characteristic frequency f⇤ is outside the
LIGO and LISA band provided Gµ >⇠ 10�17, and so in this case the new cuto↵ will only be relevant for very light
strings but for which the amplitude of the signal is below the observational thresholds of planned gravitational wave
detectors.

In section V we turn to particle physics signatures. At lower string tensions Gµ, the gravitational signatures of
strings weaken, while the particle physics ones are expected to increase. Following [18], we focus on so-called “top
down” models for production of ultra-high energy cosmic rays in which heavy particles, namely the quanta of massive
gauge and Higgs field of the underlying (local) field theory trapped inside the string, decay to give ultra-high energy
protons and gamma rays. We focus on the di↵use gamma ray flux which at GeV scales is constrained by Fermi-
Lat [19]. However, taking into account backreaction of the emitted particles on the loop distribution we find that
current gamma ray observations do not lead to significant constraints. (Early studies on the production of cosmic
rays assumed NG strings and particle emission rates that were based on dynamics without taking backreaction into
account. See Refs. [20–24] and [18] for a review. Other work has focused on strings with condensates, e.g. [25–27], or
strings coupled to other fields such as Kaluza-Klein or dilaton fields [28, 29].)

This paper is organised as follows. In section II we determine the e↵ect of an `-dependent energy loss

d`

dt
= ��dJ (`), (7)

on the loop distribution n(`, t). The function J (`) will initially be left arbitrary. Specific cases corresponding to
(i) NG loops with J = 1; (ii) loops with kinks, see Eq. (2), and (iii) loops with cusps, see Eq. (4) are studied in
subsections III A-III C. Given the loop distribution, we then use it to calculate the SGWB in section IV, and the
predicted di↵use gamma ray flux in V. We conclude in section VI by discussing the resulting experimental constraints
on Gµ.

`c ⇠ �k
w

�2
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 Equating the rates defines a 
characteristic timescale             . 
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FIG. 1: Loop distribution for kinks in the radiation era, with ↵ = 0.1 and �d = 10�6, and at several di↵erent epochs. Black
solid line: �k = 0 (t ! 1), the NG loop distribution. Red dash line: �k(t) = 10�5�d (corresponding to t = 105tk). Blue
dot-dash line �k(t) = �d (corresponding to t = tk). Green dotted line �k(t) = 104�d (corresponding t = 10�4tk).

– when � � (�d, �k) N drops o↵ as �3⌫�4, as for NG loops, a dependence which is simply due to the expansion
of the universe.

• For � ⌧ �k(t), the distribution no-longer scales because of particle radiation. Indeed �̄ ⇠ �k(t) + �d so that

N ' C↵3(1�⌫)�
3⌫�5

2

d

✓
�

�k(t)

◆
(2�k(t) + �d)

3⌫�5

2 (�k(t) + �d). (35)

This linear dependence on � for � ⌧ �
k

is visible in Fig. 1. Notice that

– when �d ⌧ �k, there is no plateau in the distribution, which goes from the linear behaviour Eq.(35) to the
scaling behaviour Eq. (34), at a value of � obtained by equating these two equations, namely

�⇤
k(t) '

p
2�k�d.

This is clearly visible in the green-dotted curve in Fig. 1.

When �k(t) ⌧ �d, an excellent approximation to the distribution is

N (�, t) ' C↵3(1�⌫) 1

J (�, t)
(� + �d)3⌫�4. (36)

where, for the kinks considered here,

J (�, t) =

s

1 +

✓
�k(t)

�

◆2

.

On the other hand, when �k(t) � �d the distribution changes behaviour, and for �k(t) � �d its amplitude is signifi-

cantly supressed due to particle emission. Indeed when � = �⇤
k(t), which is at the maximum of N (see green curve,

figure 1), N scales as �
�(4�3⌫)/2
k which decreases with increasing �k. The equality �d = �k(t) defines a characteristic

time t
k

by

t
k

⌘ `k
�d

. (37)
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For t ⌧ t
k

, particle emission is dominant, �k(t) � �d, and the distribution is supressed. Using `k given by Eq. (3),

t
k

= �
k

t
pl

�2(Gµ)5/2
' �

k

t
eq

✓
2.5 ⇥ 10�24

Gµ

◆5/2

or in terms of redshift

z
k

' z
eq

✓
Gµ

2.5 ⇥ 10�24

◆5/4 1p
�
k

(38)

where z
eq

' ⌦
M

/⌦R ⇠ 3367. The LH panel of Fig. 2 shows the loop distribution for di↵erent redshifts for `k given in
Eq. (3) and �

k

= 1. The e↵ect of the supression of the loop distribution at z � z
k

on the SGWB will be discussed in
Sec. IV.

C. Loops with cusps

For loops with cusps, where J = Jc given in Eq. (27), the analysis is very similar. We only give the salient features.
As for kinks (see Eq. 37), one can define a characteristic time through �d = �c(t), namely

t
c

⌘ `c
�d

, (39)

and again, as for kinks, when t ⌧ t
c

the e↵ects of particle radiation are more important and the loop distribution is
supressed. For `c given in Eq. (5), we have

t
c

= �
c

t
pl

�3(Gµ)7/2
' �

c

t
eq

✓
4.6 ⇥ 10�18

Gµ

◆7/2

(40)

or in terms of redshift

z
c

' z
eq

✓
Gµ

4.6 ⇥ 10�18

◆7/4 1p
�
c

. (41)

For the relevant range, namely Gµ < 10�6, we have z
c

< z
k

and hence the observational consequences of cusps, both
on the SGWB and the di↵use Gamma-ray background, are expected to be more significant than those of kinks —
since, as discussed above, the loop distribution is suppressed when z < (z

c

, z
k

), see Fig. 2.
The explicit �-dependence of the distribution is the following. First, substituting Jc in the definition of ⇠(�) and

t⇤, Eqs.(11) and (20) respectively, we find

⇠(`) =
⇣
`3/2 + `3/2c

⌘2/3
,

✓
↵t

?

t

◆3/2

=


�d +

⇣
�3/2 + �3/2

c

⌘2/3
�3/2

� �3/2
c for ↵ � �d.

It then follows from Eq. (22) that the resulting distribution again scales for � � �c where it is given by Eq. (34); and
for � ⌧ �d, N / p

�. When �c � �d, we find

N /
(

�3⌫�4 (� � �⇤
c )

p
� (� ⌧ �⇤

c )

where

�⇤
c ' (�d

p
�c)

2/3
.
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II. THE LOOP DISTRIBUTION

All observational consequences of string loops depend on n(t, `)d`, the number density of non self-intersecting loops
with length between ` and ` + d` at time t. In this section we calculate n(t, `) given (7), that is we take into account
the backreaction of the emitted particles on the loop distribution. As noted in the introduction, the existence of the
fixed scale `k or `c means that the loop distribution will no longer scale, that it will no longer be a function of the
dimensionless variable � ⌘ `/t.

A. Boltzmann equation and general solution

The loop distribution satisfies a Boltzmann equation which, taking into account the `-dependence of ˙̀ (that is the
flux of loops in `-space), is given by [30]

@

@t

����
`

�
a3n(t, `)

�
+

@

@`

����
t

✓
d`

dt
a3n(t, `)

◆
= a3P (8)

where a(t) is the cosmic scale-factor, and the loop production function (LPF) P(t, `) is the rate at which loops of
length ` are formed at time t by being chopped of the infinite string network. On substituting (7) into Eq. (8) and
multiplying each side of the equation by J (`), one obtains

1

�d

@

@t

����
`

g(t, `) � J (`)
@

@`

����
t

g(t, `) = a3J (`)P(t, `), (9)

where

g(t, `) ⌘ �dJ (`)a3(t)n(t, `). (10)

In order to solve (9), we first change variables from (t, `) to

⌧ ⌘ �dt , ⇠ ⌘
Z

d`

J (`)
. (11)

Notice from (7) and (11) that for a loop formed at time t
i

with length `
i

, its length at time t satisfies

⇠(`) + �dt = ⇠(`
i

) + �dt
i

. (12)

In terms of these variables Eq. (9) reduces to a wave equation with a source term

@

@⌧

����
⇠

g(⌧, ⇠) � @

@⇠

����
⌧

g(⌧, ⇠) = S(⌧, ⇠), (13)

where

S(⌧, ⇠) = a3(⌧)J (⇠)P(⌧, ⇠).

We now introduce the lightcone variables

2u ⌘ ⌧ � ⇠ , 2v ⌘ ⌧ + ⇠, (14)

so that the evolution equation simply becomes

@

@u

����
v

g(u, v) = S(u, v), (15)

which is straightforward to integrate. In the following we neglect any initial loop distribution at initial time tini (since
this is rapidly diluted by the expansion of the universe), so that the general solution of (15), and hence the original
Boltzmann equation Eq. (8), is

g(u, v) =

Z
u

�v

du0S(u0, v). (16)

Finally one can convert back to the original variables n(`, t) using (10) to find

n(t, `) =
1

�dJ (`)a3(t)

Z
u(t,`)

�v(t,`)
du0 a3

�
u0, v(t, `)

�
J (u0, v(t, `))P(u0, v(t, `)) (17)

where v(t, `) is obtained from Eqs. (11) and (14). Notice that J appears in two places: as an overall factor in the
denominator, as well as in the integrand.

   assumed delta (model A type)

Solve the Boltzmann equation including this particle radiation, to determine effect on loop distribution,  
and hence SGWB. And also determine energy loss in particles [Auclair, DAS, Vachaspati,  

arXiV: 1911.12066]
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FIG. 2: Loop number density N = t4n for kinks [LH panel] and cusps [RH panel], for Gµ = 10�17. Thus zk ⇠ 1012 and
zc ⇠ 104. From bottom to top, the curves show snapshots of the loop distribution at redshifts z = 1013, 1011, 109, 107, 105, and
the black curve is the scaling loop distribution at z ! 0. The loop distributions are supressed for z � zk or z � zc.

IV. THE STOCHASTIC GRAVITATIONAL WAVE BACKGROUND

The stochastic GW background ⌦gw(t0, f) given in (6) is obtained by adding up the GW emission from all the
loops throughout the whole history of the Universe which have contributed to frequency f . Following the approach
developed in [1, 15, 42]

⌦gw(ln f) =
8⇡G2µ2f

3H0
2

1X

j=1

C
j

(f)P
j

, (42)

where

C
j

(f) =
2j

f2

Z
z

friction

0

dz

H(z)(1 + z)6
n

✓
2j

(1 + z)f
, t(z)

◆
, (43)

and zfriction is the redshift below which friction e↵ects on the string dynamics become negligible [1]

zfriction ' zeq (4.4 ⇥ 1016)

✓
Gµ

10�11

◆
. (44)

The C
j

depend on the loop distribution n(`, t) through n (2j/((1 + z)f), t(z)), whilst the P
j

are the “average loop
gravitational wave power-spectrum”, namely the power emitted in gravitational waves in the jth harmonic of the
loop. By definition of �, these must be normalised to

� =
1X

j=1

P
j

.

For loops with kinks, P
j

/ j�5/3, whereas for loops with cusps P
j

/ j�4/3 [1, 12, 43].
As explained above, the e↵ect of �k and �c on the loop distribution is particularly important at large redshifts

z > (z
c

, z
k

), and hence in the radiation era. Therefore we expect the e↵ect of particle radiation to be visible in the
high-frequency part of the spectrum. This is indeed observed in Fig. 3, where the LH panel is for kinks with `k given
in Eq. (3) and P

j

/ j�5/3; whereas the RH panel is for cusps with `c given in Eq. (5) and P
j

/ j�4/3. As a result
of the non-scaling loop distribution, the spectrum is no longer flat at high frequencies and, as expected, the e↵ect is
more significant for cusps than for kinks since z

c

< z
k

.
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FIG. 3: SBGW including the backreaction of particle emission on the loop distribution. LH panel: kinks on loops, RH panel:
cusps on loop. The spectra are cuto↵ at high frequency, as indicated by the black vertical lines. Gµ ranges from 10�17 (lower
curve), through 10�15, 10�13,10�11, 10�9 and 10�7 (upper curve). Also plotted are the power-law integrated sensitivity curves
from SKA (pink dashed) [44], LISA (yellow dashed) [45], adv-LIGO (grey dashed) [46] and Einstein Telescope (blue dashed)
[47, 48].

We can estimate the frequency above which the spectrum decays as follows. In the radiation era

H(z) = (1 + z)2
p

⌦RH0 (45)

t(z) =
1

2(1 + z)2
1p

⌦RH0
(46)

At high frequency, the lowest harmonic j = 1 is expected to dominate [1], so we set P
j

= ��
j,1. Then using (45) and

(46), Eq. (42) simplifies to

⌦gw(ln f) = 24 16⇡(�Gµ)2

3�

H0

f
⌦3/2

R

Z
z

friction

z

eq

dz N
✓

2

(1 + z)f
, t(z)

◆

/ H0

f

"Z
zc,k

z

eq

dz N
✓

2

(1 + z)f
, t(z)

◆
+

Z
z

friction

zc,k

dz N
✓

2

(1 + z)f
, t(z)

◆#
.

' H0

f

Z
zc,k

z

eq

dz N
✓

2

(1 + z)f
, t(z)

◆
. (47)

Here, in going from the second to the third equality, we have used the fact that (i) for Gµ >⇠ 10�18, which is relevant
range for current and future GW detectors, zeq < (z

c

, z
k

) ⌧ zfriction (see Eqs. (38), (41) and (44)), and (ii) that the
loop distribution above z(c,k) is subdominant, see e.g. discussion above equation (37) in section III B. Using Eq.(46)
as well as the approximation for the loop distribution for z < z

k

given in Eq. (36), it follows that for kinks

[⌦gw(ln f)]
k

/
Z

xk

x

eq

"
1 +

✓
`kxf2

8H0
p

⌦R

◆2
#�1/2

(�d + x)�5/2 dx (48)

where we have changed variable from z to

x =
4

f
(1 + z)H0

p
⌦R

so that

xeq =
4

f
(1 + zeq)H0

p
⌦R , x

k

=
4

f
(1 + z

k

)H0

p
⌦R .
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FIG. 3: SBGW including the backreaction of particle emission on the loop distribution. LH panel: kinks on loops, RH panel:
cusps on loop. The spectra are cuto↵ at high frequency, as indicated by the black vertical lines. Gµ ranges from 10�17 (lower
curve), through 10�15, 10�13,10�11, 10�9 and 10�7 (upper curve). Also plotted are the power-law integrated sensitivity curves
from SKA (pink dashed) [44], LISA (yellow dashed) [45], adv-LIGO (grey dashed) [46] and Einstein Telescope (blue dashed)
[47, 48].

We can estimate the frequency above which the spectrum decays as follows. In the radiation era

H(z) = (1 + z)2
p

⌦RH0 (45)

t(z) =
1

2(1 + z)2
1p

⌦RH0
(46)

At high frequency, the lowest harmonic j = 1 is expected to dominate [1], so we set P
j

= ��
j,1. Then using (45) and

(46), Eq. (42) simplifies to

⌦gw(ln f) = 24 16⇡(�Gµ)2

3�

H0

f
⌦3/2

R

Z
z

friction

z

eq

dz N
✓

2
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◆

/ H0

f

"Z
zc,k

z

eq

dz N
✓

2
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, t(z)

◆
+

Z
z

friction

zc,k

dz N
✓

2
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, t(z)

◆#
.

' H0

f

Z
zc,k

z

eq

dz N
✓

2

(1 + z)f
, t(z)

◆
. (47)

Here, in going from the second to the third equality, we have used the fact that (i) for Gµ >⇠ 10�18, which is relevant
range for current and future GW detectors, zeq < (z

c

, z
k

) ⌧ zfriction (see Eqs. (38), (41) and (44)), and (ii) that the
loop distribution above z(c,k) is subdominant, see e.g. discussion above equation (37) in section III B. Using Eq.(46)
as well as the approximation for the loop distribution for z < z

k

given in Eq. (36), it follows that for kinks
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• loops radiate also into particles. For kinks

• Assume emitted particles decay into standard model Higgs particles, of which a fraction         
cascade down into gamma-rays, can calculate contribution from strings to the diffuse gamma-ray 
background:
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In order to understand the frequency dependence of ⌦gw, let us initially focus on the standard NG case, namely
`
k

= 0. (Here, the same change of variable starting from the first line of Eq. (47) again yields Eq. (48) but with upper
bound replaced by xfriction = 4(1 + zfriction)H0

p
⌦R/f). Then Eq. (48) gives

[⌦gw(ln f)]
NG

/ 1
⇣

f

eq

f

+ 1
⌘3/2

� 1
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f

friction
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+ 1
⌘3/2

,

where

feq =
4H0

p
⌦R(1 + zeq)

�d
⇠ 10�18

Gµ
s�1 , ffriction =

4H0
p

⌦R(1 + zfriction)

�d
⇠ 1010s�1,

and where in the last equality we have used Eq. (44). At frequencies f for which ffriction � f � feq it follows that
[⌦gw(ln f)]

NG

! constant meaning that the spectrum is flat, which is the well known result for NG strings [1].
For `k 6= 0, the argument is altered because of the frequency dependence of the term in square brackets in Eq. (48).

A further characteristic frequency now enters: this is can be obtained by combining the typical scales of the two terms
in Eq. (48). Namely, on one hand, from the first term (in square brackets) we have `kf

2 ⇠ 8H0
p

⌦Rx�1; and on the
other hand from the second (standard NG) term we have x ⇠ �d. Combining these yields the characteristic frequency

f
k

⇠
✓

8H0
p

⌦R

`k�d

◆1/2

. (49)

For f
k

> f > f
eq

the spectrum is still flat, as in the NG case. However, for f > f
k

it decays since the first term in

square brackets in Eq. (48) dominates. With `k given in Eq. (3), f
k

/ (Gµ)1/4��1/2
k , and this behaviour is clearly

shown in Fig. 3 where f
k

is shown with a vertical black line for each value of Gµ and we have assumed �k = 1.
For cusps the analysis proceeds identically with

f
c

=

✓
8H0

p
⌦R

`c�d

◆1/2

. (50)

Now, on using `c defined in Eq. (5), we have f
c

/ (Gµ)3/4��1/2
c . The spectrum of SGWB in this case is shown in the

RH panel of Fig. 3 where f
c

is shown with a vertical black line for each value of Gµ and we have taken �c = 1.
As the figure shows, with �c = 1 and in the range of Gµ of interest for GW detectors, the decay of ⌦GW for f > f

c

is outside the observational window of the LIGO, LISA (and future ET) detectors. In order to have f
c

⇠ fLIGO, one
would require large values of �c which are not expected.

V. EMISSION OF PARTICLES

The loops we consider radiate not only GW but also particles. Indeed, for loops with kinks, from Eq. (2)

˙̀
���
particle

= ��d
`k
`

(51)

The emitted particles are heavy and in the dark particle physics sector corresponding to the fields that make up the
string. We assume that there is some interaction of the dark sector with the standard model sector. Then the emitted
particle radiation will eventually decay, and a significant fraction of the energy fe↵ ⇠ 1 will cascade down into �-rays.
Hence the string network will be constrained by the Di↵use Gamma-Ray bound measured at GeV scales by Fermi-Lat
[19]. This bound is

!obs
DGRB

<⇠ 5.8 ⇥ 10�7 eVcm�3, (52)

where !DGRB is the total electromagnetic energy injected since the universe became transparent to GeV � rays at
t
�

' 1015s, see e.g. [25].
The rate per unit volume at which string loops lose energy into particles can be obtained by integrating (51) over

the loop distribution n(`, t) = t�4N (�, t), namely

�H(t) = µ�d`k

Z
↵t

0
n(`, t)

d`

`
= µt�3�d�k

Z
↵

0

N (�0, t)

�0 d�0 (53)
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In order to understand the frequency dependence of ⌦gw, let us initially focus on the standard NG case, namely
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! constant meaning that the spectrum is flat, which is the well known result for NG strings [1].
For `k 6= 0, the argument is altered because of the frequency dependence of the term in square brackets in Eq. (48).
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Now, on using `c defined in Eq. (5), we have f
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/ (Gµ)3/4��1/2
c . The spectrum of SGWB in this case is shown in the

RH panel of Fig. 3 where f
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is shown with a vertical black line for each value of Gµ and we have taken �c = 1.
As the figure shows, with �c = 1 and in the range of Gµ of interest for GW detectors, the decay of ⌦GW for f > f

c

is outside the observational window of the LIGO, LISA (and future ET) detectors. In order to have f
c

⇠ fLIGO, one
would require large values of �c which are not expected.

V. EMISSION OF PARTICLES

The loops we consider radiate not only GW but also particles. Indeed, for loops with kinks, from Eq. (2)
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The emitted particles are heavy and in the dark particle physics sector corresponding to the fields that make up the
string. We assume that there is some interaction of the dark sector with the standard model sector. Then the emitted
particle radiation will eventually decay, and a significant fraction of the energy fe↵ ⇠ 1 will cascade down into �-rays.
Hence the string network will be constrained by the Di↵use Gamma-Ray bound measured at GeV scales by Fermi-Lat
[19]. This bound is
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where !DGRB is the total electromagnetic energy injected since the universe became transparent to GeV � rays at
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particles, c.f. solid purple and red line in Fig. 6.
In the next three sections, we will study the impact of di↵erent non-standard cos-

mologies on the SGWB from cosmic strings. Each cosmological history not only yields
a distinct value for the scale factor of the universe today, a0, thus a di↵erent amount of
redshifting of gravitational waves in Eq. (156), but also a distinct loop-production rate
/ Ce↵/t4i due to a di↵erent formation time ti and a di↵erent loop-production e�ciency
Ce↵ . In Sec. 6, we assume that the radiation era was preceded by a long period of either
matter domination or kination all the way after inflation. In Sec. 7 and Sec. 8, we assume
instead some short eras of either matter domination or inflation, inside the radiation era.

6 Long-lasting matter or kination era

6.1 The non-standard scenario

In this section, we consider the presence of a matter or kination-dominated era which
starts just after the end of inflation, when the total energy density is ⇢start = ⇢inflation,
and ends much later, at ⇢end, when it becomes supplanted by the standard radiation-
dominated era. At the end of the non-standard era, the temperature of the universe is
T�. The energy density profile, sketched in Fig. 7, is given by
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8
<

:
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�
a
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�n
+ ⇢late(a) for ⇢start > ⇢ > ⇢end,

⇢end �R(Tend, T )
�
a
end

a

�4
+ ⇢late(a) for ⇢ < ⇢end,

(45)

where ⇢start, ⇢end ⌘ the starting and ending energy density of the non-standard cosmology,

⇢late ⌘ the standard-cosmology energy density dominating at late times,

e.g. the standard matter density, and cosmological constant.

�R is given in Eq.(43).
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Figure 7: Evolution of the energy density assuming a matter (M) and kination (K) era after
inflation and before the radiation era. ‘St’ refers to standard cosmology. We suppose that the

cosmic string network forms at the end of inflation with tension given by Gµ ⇠ (⇢1/4start/mpl)2

(for instance the CS network can form through non-thermal dynamical symmetry breaking [191–
198]).
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Figure 8: Left: GW spectra from cosmic strings assuming either the scaling (dashed) or the
VOS network (solid), c.f. Sec. 4.3, evolved in the presence of a non-standard era, either mat-
ter (blue) or kination-dominated (red), before the standard radiation era. The transient VOS
evolution of the long-string network during the change of cosmology shifts the turning-point to-
wards lower frequencies by O(25). The cut-o↵s due to particle production, c.f. Sec. 3.4, or
thermal friction, c.f. App. D.4, are shown with dotted lines. Right: The evolution of the loop-
production e�ciency for each cosmological background shows that the scaling solution is reached
after a transient evolution corresponding to the Hubble rate dropping by on order of magnitude.
The slower the expansion rate a / t2/n, the slower the dilution of the long-string energy density
⇢1 / a�2 and the higher the needed loop-production e�ciency Ce↵ in order to reach the scaling
regime ⇢1 / t�2.

6.2 Impact on the spectrum: a turning-point

The resulting GW spectra are shown in Fig. 8 for long-lasting kination and matter eras
starting at Estart = mpl

p
Gµ and ending at Eend = E� = 100 GeV with duration

r ⌘
✓
⇢start
⇢end

◆1/4

⌘
✓
Estart

E�

◆
' 1011. (46)

For kination, the slower expansion of the universe means that loops are produced earlier
when the loop-production is more e�cient, c.f. Eq. (23), which enhances the spectrum.
For matter domination, we have the opposite behavior and the spectrum is suppressed.

The turning-point frequency: A key observable is the frequency above which the
GW spectrum di↵ers from the one obtained in standard cosmology. This is the so-called
turning-point frequency f�. It corresponds to the redshifted-frequency emitted by the
loops created during the change of cosmology at the temperature T�. In the instantaneous
scaling approximation, c.f. dashed line in Fig. 8, the turning-point frequency f� is given
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3) Impact of changing cosmological evolution [Gouttenoire, Servant & Simakachorn, 1912.02569]

kinetically driven inflation typically followed 
by kination regime (rho dominated by kinetic  
energy density of a free scalar field)
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Figure 8: Left: GW spectra from cosmic strings assuming either the scaling (dashed) or the
VOS network (solid), c.f. Sec. 4.3, evolved in the presence of a non-standard era, either mat-
ter (blue) or kination-dominated (red), before the standard radiation era. The transient VOS
evolution of the long-string network during the change of cosmology shifts the turning-point to-
wards lower frequencies by O(25). The cut-o↵s due to particle production, c.f. Sec. 3.4, or
thermal friction, c.f. App. D.4, are shown with dotted lines. Right: The evolution of the loop-
production e�ciency for each cosmological background shows that the scaling solution is reached
after a transient evolution corresponding to the Hubble rate dropping by on order of magnitude.
The slower the expansion rate a / t2/n, the slower the dilution of the long-string energy density
⇢1 / a�2 and the higher the needed loop-production e�ciency Ce↵ in order to reach the scaling
regime ⇢1 / t�2.

6.2 Impact on the spectrum: a turning-point

The resulting GW spectra are shown in Fig. 8 for long-lasting kination and matter eras
starting at Estart = mpl
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For kination, the slower expansion of the universe means that loops are produced earlier
when the loop-production is more e�cient, c.f. Eq. (23), which enhances the spectrum.
For matter domination, we have the opposite behavior and the spectrum is suppressed.

The turning-point frequency: A key observable is the frequency above which the
GW spectrum di↵ers from the one obtained in standard cosmology. This is the so-called
turning-point frequency f�. It corresponds to the redshifted-frequency emitted by the
loops created during the change of cosmology at the temperature T�. In the instantaneous
scaling approximation, c.f. dashed line in Fig. 8, the turning-point frequency f� is given
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Figure 8: Left: GW spectra from cosmic strings assuming either the scaling (dashed) or the
VOS network (solid), c.f. Sec. 4.3, evolved in the presence of a non-standard era, either mat-
ter (blue) or kination-dominated (red), before the standard radiation era. The transient VOS
evolution of the long-string network during the change of cosmology shifts the turning-point to-
wards lower frequencies by O(25). The cut-o↵s due to particle production, c.f. Sec. 3.4, or
thermal friction, c.f. App. D.4, are shown with dotted lines. Right: The evolution of the loop-
production e�ciency for each cosmological background shows that the scaling solution is reached
after a transient evolution corresponding to the Hubble rate dropping by on order of magnitude.
The slower the expansion rate a / t2/n, the slower the dilution of the long-string energy density
⇢1 / a�2 and the higher the needed loop-production e�ciency Ce↵ in order to reach the scaling
regime ⇢1 / t�2.

6.2 Impact on the spectrum: a turning-point

The resulting GW spectra are shown in Fig. 8 for long-lasting kination and matter eras
starting at Estart = mpl

p
Gµ and ending at Eend = E� = 100 GeV with duration

r ⌘
✓
⇢start
⇢end

◆1/4

⌘
✓
Estart

E�

◆
' 1011. (46)

For kination, the slower expansion of the universe means that loops are produced earlier
when the loop-production is more e�cient, c.f. Eq. (23), which enhances the spectrum.
For matter domination, we have the opposite behavior and the spectrum is suppressed.

The turning-point frequency: A key observable is the frequency above which the
GW spectrum di↵ers from the one obtained in standard cosmology. This is the so-called
turning-point frequency f�. It corresponds to the redshifted-frequency emitted by the
loops created during the change of cosmology at the temperature T�. In the instantaneous
scaling approximation, c.f. dashed line in Fig. 8, the turning-point frequency f� is given
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Integrated power-law sensitivity of future experiments 
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8.2 The stretching regime and its impact on the spectrum

Fig. 16 shows how the fast expansion during inflation suppresses the GW spectrum for fre-
quencies above a turning-point frequency f� which depends on the number of e-folds. The
larger the number of e-folds, the lower f�. Indeed, during inflation, the loop-production
e�ciency Ce↵ / ⇠�3 is severely suppressed, c.f. Fig. 16, by the stretching of the cor-
relation length ⇠ beyond the Hubble horizon, and loop production freezes [24]. After
the end of inflation, one must wait for the correlation length to re-enter the horizon in
order to reach the scaling regime again. The duration of the transient regime receives
an enhancement factor expNe. As a result, the turning-point frequency f� receives a
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e.g. due to a highly supercooled first order  
phase transition.
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3) Impact of changing cosmological evolution



4) Impact of world-sheet degrees of freedom

• If other fields couple to the Higgs forming the string, then they can condense in the string core, and 
subsequently propagate along the string : current carrying strings [Witten]

• The resulting strings behave like current carrying wires and are endowed with a much richer structure 

• Loops radiate GWs and may stabilise into centrifugally supported configurations: vortons. 

• On cosmological scales, these appear as point particles having different quantized charges and angular 
momenta, and can behave as dark matter.

• The total vorton abundance today should depend on tcur   as well as tini. ,  and hence on the underlying 
particle physics model. 

• Determining Ωtot, and using the current constraints on Ωdmh2 ≃ 0.12 places constraints on the physics  
at work in the early Universe 

[Auclair et al, 2010.04620]

• Solved Boltzmann equation to determine for first time vortons formed from initial conditions 
as well as those from loops chopped off infinite string network. 
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Figure 5: The total relic abundance of all vortons starting from a Vachaspati-Vilenkin initial
loop distribution, with an initial thermal correlation length ℓcorr = 1/

√
µ, and a one-scale

loop production function with α = 0.1. The green line corresponds to the range of values
[0.2, 0.4]. The different populations contribution is represented in figure 4.

Despite the fact that Vachaspati-Vilenkin initial conditions are quite motivated from
the point of view of a thermal process, loops could be created from other processes [58, 59].
Therefore, instead of assuming ℓcorr = 1/

√
µ, one could use the Kibble argument [1, 10] and

take ℓcorr = dh(tini), where dh(tini) = 2tini denotes the distance to the would-be particle
horizon at the string forming time. Doing so leads to the same overall relic abundance of
vortons as in section 5.1 where we were assuming Cini = 0. There are simply not enough
loops initially, compared to the one produced later on, to significantly change the final density
parameter.

In order to quantitatively study the dependence of Ωtot with respect to the loop distri-
bution at tini, we have represented in figure 6 the values of Ωtot = 0.3 in the plane (Gµ, 1/R)
for various choices of ℓcorr. They range from the thermal value ℓcorr = 1/

√
µ to the causal

one ℓcorr = dh(tini), and even above, a situation that could appear if loops have been formed
during cosmic inflation [60]. Everything on the right of the lines represented in this figure
would lead to an overclosure of the Universe, while everything on the left is compatible with
current measurements. The hatched region in this figure shows the robust bound discussed
earlier, where there are only irreducible relaxed vortons and produced vortons.

In all our analysis and equations, we have left the parameter α arbitrary, fixing only
α = 0.1 for the figures for well motivated reasons. Changing α to smaller values, while
keeping everything else fixed, increases the population of doomed loops, and thus decreases
the vortons abundance. The explicit dependence in α can be read off from equations (5.4)
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• Interesting open questions: e.g. gravitational backreaction and PBH formation from loop collapse

Conclusions

• Attempted to show that cosmic strings can be very good probes of cosmology, through SGWB

• Present latest LIGO-Virgo constraints on NG strings for different models, with Nk as a new  
free parameter, highlighting the assumptions and unknowns

• Discuss future possible constraints with other GW detectors, and how they depend on particle
physics assumptions (particle emission for e.g.), and modified cosmology.

• We have not discussed global strings with long range forces (such as axion strings), which can also
 radiate Goldstones.  Despite much work in similar directions, I think there are open questions
remaining on the network evolution
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We present the first fully general relativistic dynamical simulations of Abelian Higgs cosmic strings
using 3+1D numerical relativity. Focusing on cosmic string loops, we show that they collapse due
to their tension and can either (i) unwind and disperse or (ii) form a black hole, depending on their
tension Gµ and initial radius. We show that these results can be predicted using an approximate
formula derived using the hoop conjecture, and argue that it is independent of field interactions.
We extract the gravitational waveform produced in the black hole formation case and show that it
is dominated by the l = 2 and m = 0 mode. We also compute the total gravitational wave energy
emitted during such a collapse, being 0.5± 0.2 % of the initial total cosmic string loop mass, for a
string tension of Gµ = 1.6⇥ 10�2 and radius R = 100 M�1

Pl . We use our results to put a bound on
the production rate of planar cosmic strings loops as N <⇠ 10�2 Gpc�3 yr�1.

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent detection of Gravitational Waves (GW)
from black hole (BH) [1] binaries by the LIGO/VIRGO
collaboration marked the start of a new era of obser-
vations. Beyond astrophysical objects such as BH and
neutron stars, this paved the way for the use of GW to
search directly for signatures of new physics. One of the
key targets for this search are cosmic strings [2–4].

Cosmologically, cosmic strings networks naturally arise
after a phase transition in the early universe, possibly
during GUT symmetry breaking. More speculatively,
string theory also suggests the presence of cosmological
fundamental superstrings, especially through the mecha-
nism of brane inflation [5, 6]. These networks may man-
ifest themselves through several channels, such as im-
prints via lensing on the Cosmic Microwave Background
[7] and possibly through the presence of a stochastic grav-
itational wave background. The latter in particular is
recently searched for by the LIGO/VIRGO collaboration
[3]. More intriguingly, one can search for localized coher-
ent events of these strings, such as when the strings self-
interact through the formation of sharp cusps or through
the collisions of traveling kinks that are formed during
the intercommutation (i.e. collisions) of cosmic strings.

Before this work, the two primary methods of modeling
cosmic strings has been through solving the field theory
equations in flat or expanding spacetime, or through an
e↵ective Nambu-Goto prescription with weak coupling
to gravity (see e.g. [8]). In either case, by consider-
ing the stress-energy of a network of strings, one can
then compute in the weak gravity limit a stochastic GW
background [9, 10]. Local events such as the collisions of
traveling kinks and cusps along the strings are expected
to produce bursts of GW – these bursts events have been
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FIG. 1. GW for a BH formed from circular cosmic
string loop collapse: We plot the real part of the dominant
l = 2 m = 0 mode of r 

4

over time. The loop has tension
Gµ = 1.6 ⇥ 10�2 and an initial radius R = 100 M�1

Pl . The
grey shaded area of the plot are mixed with stray GWs that
arise as artifacts of the initial data. The x-axis t

ret

= t� r
ext

is the retarded time where r
ext

is the extraction radius.

computed using the Nambu-Goto approximation, again
in the weak field limit [10]. These two methods do not
coincide in general, mainly due to their disagreement on
the primary energy loss mechanism of the cosmic strings
(see [11–16]).

Going beyond the weak field limit requires the finding
of the solutions to the full field theory coupled to general
relativity – and in this work we present the first numerical
relativity simulation of Abelian Higgs cosmic strings in
full general relativity. In this first paper of a series, we nu-
merically explore the collapse of a circular cosmic string
loop in extreme regimes (4 ⇥ 10�3 < Gµ < 4 ⇥ 10�2).
We show that whether the loop collapses into a BH or
unwinds itself depends on a simple analytic relation de-
rived using the hoop conjecture. In the former case, we
computed both the gravitational waveform (fig. 1) and
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 • Fully general relativistic dynamical simulations of Abelian Higgs cosmic strings using 3+1D  
numerical relativity (GRChombo).  
 
• Planar, circular cosmic string loops collapse due to their tension and either (i) unwind and disperse or 
(ii) form a black hole, depending on Gμ and initial radius 
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its integrated GW energy emitted from such a collapse.
For the latter, we found that the total energy emitted
in gravitational waves is 0.5 ± 0.2 % of the initial mass,
which is in agreement with the bound of < 29% [17].We
will discuss direct detection prospects of such individual
collapse events with GW detectors in section V.

II. ABELIAN HIGGS WITH GRAVITY

The action of the Abelian Higgs model minimally cou-
pled to gravity 1

S = SEH�
Z

d4x
p

�g


(Dµ�)⇤(Dµ�) +

1

4
Fµ⌫F

µ⌫ + V (�)

�
,

(1)
where SEH =

R
dx4p�g(R/16⇡G), Dµ is the covariant

derivative (@µ � ieAµ) with its U(1) gauge field Aµ, and
V (�) is the potential of the complex scalar field � given
by

V (�) =
1

4
�
⇣
|�|2 � ⌘2

⌘2

, Fµ⌫ = @µA⌫ � @⌫Aµ . (2)

For simplicity, we set the charge e and the dimensionless
coupling constant � to obey the critical coupling limit

� =
�

2e2
= 1 , (3)

in which the Higgs and vector masses are identical and µ
simplifies to

µ = 2⇡⌘2 . (4)

As a check of our code, we numerically construct a
fully relativistic infinite static string coupled to gravity
and demonstrate that its evolution is indeed static and
stable. The details of this construction can be found in
Appendix B.

In this paper, we consider circular string loops. To
construct the initial conditions, we define toroidal coor-
dinates

x = cos'(R + r cos ✓) ,

y = sin'(R + r cos ✓) ,

z = r sin ✓ ,

(5)

where R is the radius of the loop and choose the following
ansatz for the field variables

� = f(r)ein✓ , A✓ =
n↵(r)

e
, (6)

where n is the winding number of the string which is set
to one throughout this paper. To construct the loop we

1 We use the �+++ convention for the metric, and set ~ = c = 1
and MPl = 1/

p
G.

FIG. 2. Overview of simulations : The loop can either
form a BH or unwind and radiate all its mass. The analytical
expression derived from the hoop conjecture accurately pre-
dicts the outcome. Movie links for the evolution over time of
the collapse are available for the dispersion [18] and black hole
[19] cases.

use the profile f(r) from the static string2. After making
the conformal metric ansatz

�ijdx
idxj = �(dx2 + dy2 + dz2) , (7)

we solve the Hamiltonian constraint to obtain the con-
formal factor �.

III. RESULTS

We simulate the collapse of circular loops, scanning
through the initial condition parameter radius R and the
model symmetry-breaking scale ⌘ (and hence string ten-
sion via eq. 4), in the critical coupling limit with e = 1
and � = 2. The loop begins at rest but quickly acceler-
ates to close to the speed of light due mainly to the string
tension. We find this motion to be consistent with the
Nambu-Goto action dynamics (see Appendix C)

r = R cos
⌧

R
, (8)

up to r ⇠ � which is the thickness of the string given by

� =
1

⌘
p
�

, (9)

and ⌧ is the time coordinate at spatial infinity. Depend-
ing on the choice of µ and R, there are two possible out-
comes: (i) the string unwinds itself and the resulting
radiation disperses or (ii) a BH forms.

2 See Appendix B for details.


